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Abstract 
In all-optical networks (AONs)，optical signals travel through the network without 
any optical/electrical/optical O/E/0 conversion at intermediate nodes, thus 
eliminating the electronic bottleneck in current networks. However, since transmitted 
data signals remain in the optical domain for the entire path, noise and signal 
distortions due to impairment effects accumulate. They may cause significant signal 
degradation. 
To address this problem, many promising optical performance monitoring 
techniques for different optical impairments have been proposed, such as OSNR 
monitoring and PMD monitoring. The monitoring modules feedback the results of 
monitoring which may be useful for optical network managements or for impairment 
compensation module to adaptively compensate the degraded signals. 
However, before a channel is established, we cannot estimate the impairments 
along the channel path. This limited some network management functions, such as 
channel setup, control and optimization. We developed a novel efficient algebraic 
approach to derive the accumulated optical impairments of any path between nodes 
by installing monitoring modules in some of the nodes in the whole network. With 
this performance information, network operators can estimate the quality of different 
paths and regard that as a metric for path computation in the network layer. 
We applied the proposed approach to monitor the impairments in all-optical 
network under two network models: one with unidirectional node and link 
impairments, one with directional link impairments. The fundamental limits on the 
number of monitoring modules in different network topology are discussed. 
Monitoring schemes that achieve the minimum number of monitoring modules, 
together with their fault localization ability, were also presented. By the proposed 






























In this thesis, we introduce an algebraic approach of optical performance monitoring 
(0PM) for the linearly accumulated optical impairments in all-optical networks. The 
thesis is organized as follows: 
Chapter 1: This chapter introduces drivers, functions and categories of 0PM. 
We also review recently proposed OSNR and PMD monitoring in this chapter. At the 
end of this chapter, we clearly state the objective of this thesis. 
Chapter 2: This chapter introduces a novel algebraic approach of monitoring 
optical impairments in both unidirectional nodes and links. The precise monitoring 
scheme and it ability in single-fault localization are included in this chapter. 
Chapter 3: This chapter introduces the monitoring scheme for optical 
impairments in directional links. A fault-robust monitoring scheme and its ability in 
fault localization are included. 
Chapter 4: This chapter presents the limitation of the locations of 
monitoring modules in different network models under our proposed algebraic 
approach. 
Chapter 5: This chapter summarizes the thesis and discusses the possible 
future work. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 Drivers for performance monitoring 
In recent years, the growth of Internet traffic has triggered the rapid development of 
optical networks. Thanks to scientists and engineers, there are great advancements of 
technology in the area of network infrastructure hardware and the applications and 
services that utilize the network infrastructure. To bring this achievement to all 
people, we require, in addition to the advanced technologies that enable high-speed 
and low cost implementation network, a monitored and easily manageable network. 
Performance monitoring systems [1] are crucial pieces of the network puzzle to 
prevent and identify network degradations and failures. 
1.2 Migration of performance monitoring 
In traditional synchronous optical network/synchronous digital hierarchy 
(SONET/SDH) networks, optical/electrical/optical (O/E/0) conversion in the data 
path is typically required for performance monitoring. Bit/block error rates (BERs) at 
SONET line terminating elements (LTEs) are determined by bit interleaved parity—8 
(BIP-8) technique [l]-[4]. Q—factor is also determined from bits interleaved within 
SONET frames with or without simple loss of signal (LOS) monitoring by power 
monitors. The signal-to-noise (SNR) degradations and distortions in active and 
passive components are usually measured in advance [5]. All monitoring in 
SONET/SDH rests on the assumptions that the networks are opaque and static. 
Future optical networks, however, have a number of characteristics that drive the 
need for a new paradigm of more advanced monitoring techniques called optical 
performance monitoring (0PM) [5]—[10]. Future optical networks will be: 
(i) All-optical networks (AONs): routing will be done entirely in the optical 
domain and any O/E/0 conversion will be eliminated. A portion of optical 
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power is tapped—off from the fiber and converted to electrical signal for 
monitoring. 
(ii) Protocol transparent: 0PM should able to accommodate signals with 
different protocols, such as SDH/SONET, Gigabit Ethernet (GE), Asynchronous 
Transfer Mode (ATM) and Internet Protocol over Wavelength Division 
Multiplexing (IP/WDM). The monitoring modules therefore should not depend 
on the protocol, format, or data-rate of the signal. 
(iii) Dynamically reconfigurable: signals will pass through different networks 
elements such as fibers, amplifiers, optical add/drop multiplexers (OADM), 
optical cross-connect (OXC). The monitoring schemes should be insensitive to 
signal sources and its path history. 
On one hand, future reconfigurable all-optical networks properties restrict 0PM 
to be independent of signal protocol, format, data-rate, channel source and path 
history. On the other hand it imposes new challenges on 0PM by requiring more 
functions from 0PM. 0PM should serve a number of important network functions, 
such as: 
(i) Active distortion monitoring and compensation: performance monitoring 
modules are used to provide direct feedback of monitoring results for 
adaptive compensators. Some examples include PMD compensation, 
distortion compensation, and dynamic gain equalization (DGE) for amplifiers 
[11H12]. 
(ii) Fault detection, localization and resilience: performance monitoring 
modules are used to detect major degradations of components like 
erbium-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFA), OADM, and OXC. After the 
identification of failures, protection and restoration mechanisms are applied 
to maintain services. 
(iii) Intelligent path provisioning and traffic routing: high capacity and 
priority traffic are dynamically allocated to high-performance optical 
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channels. In addition, topology discovery can also be based on 0PM 
[12H14]. 
(iv) Quality of service (QoS) assurance and service level agreement (SLA) 
fulfillment: under the terms of SLA, the service providers guarantee a 
measurable QoS to customers. These QoS measures may be in terms of 
committed network availability, provisioning time, target repair time and 
procedures and a host of others. OPM-enabled QoS measurements will 
present new opportunities for revenue and competitive differentiation for the 
service providers [8], [15] 
1.3 0PM categories 
To support different functions and identify the degradations and failures in optical 
channel as deep as possible, a large set of parameters are needed to be monitored. 
They can be classified into three categories: signal loss, signal alignment, and signal 
quality [16]. 
3 
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Figure 1.1. 0PM categories (Adapted from [17]). 
(i) Signal loss monitoring: it is the surveillance monitoring of fiber cuts and 
in-line component that can cause the power loss of the whole channel [15]. 
The faulty components may be active ones, such as transmitters, receivers, 
and optical amplifiers or passive ones, such as arrayed—waveguide grating 
(AWG). Fiber cuts are damage to the network fibers due to accidents and 
deliberate malicious attack. 
(ii) Signal alignment monitoring: it refers to the monitoring of alignment of 
signal wavelength, filter passband and pulse carver. This kind of monitoring 
is used to ensure that the network elements are properly configured. 
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(iii) Signal quality monitoring: it refers to the monitoring of impairments that 
must be minimized or controlled in optical transmission system [15]. They 
can be further classified into three categories: 
a. Noise, which is the random signal fluctuations that are often treated as a 
Gaussian process, 
b. Distortion, which is modification of the signal waveform due to 
nonlinearities or fiber dispersion effects, and 
c. Jitter, which is fluctuation in the time registration of bits. 
These notable impairments include amplifier noise, amplifier distortion and 
transients, chromatic dispersion (CD), polarization-mode-dispersion (PMD), 
polarization dependent gain (PDG), polarization dependent loss (PDL), 
self-phase modulation (SPM), cross-phase modulation (XPM), four-wave 
mixing (FWM), stimulated Rayleigh scattering (SRS), stimulated Brillouin 
scattering (SBS), timing jitter, multiple path interference (MPI) effects, optical 
filter distortion, and linear crosstalk. In response to these impairments, 0PM is 
pursued to provide the following physical layer measurements [5], [15]: 
a. average power (per wavelength or aggregate) 
b. peak power 
c. optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR) 
d. CD 
e. PMD (first and higher order) 
f. polarization state 
g. nonlinear distortion 
h. pulse/bit shape 
i. jitter 
j. extinction ratio 
k. crosstalk 
1. eye diagram 
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m. Q-factor 
n. BER; 
We narrow down our review on OSNR and PMD monitoring techniques in next 
two sections. 
1.4 Review on OSNR monitoring 
According to TIA—EIA—526-19 standard [18], the definition of OSNR is 
101og(Psig/^ase), where Psig is the signal power measured with a filter with 3-dB 
bandwidth large enough to cover the whole signal spectrum, i.e. 0.2 nm for 10-Gb/s 
NRZ signal, and Pase is noise measured with a filter of known noise equivalent 
bandwidth (NEB). To measure the ratio between signal power and noise power, we 
should differentiate the power from signal to the power from noise. The polarization 
and signal coherence the two most commonly properties used to differentiate the 
signal and noise for OSNR monitoring 
1.4.1 Polarization approach 
In polarization approach, an optical signal is assumed to have a well-defined state of 
polarization (SOP) while ASE noise is assumed to be completely unpolarized as it is 
essentially white noise. 
1.4.1.1 Polarization extinction 
In polarization extinction method [18], a polarization controller (PC) is used together 
with a polarizer in front of a tunable optical filter and a power meter. Since noise is 
assumed to be completely unpolarized, half of the noise power can passes through 
the polarizer no matter how the PC is tuned. The PC can be tuned to let no signal 
power or all signal power to pass through the polarizer as the SOP of signal is 
well-defined. The PC is first adjusted until the power meter indicates minimum 
power. No signal power passes through the polarizer at this situation. Then the 
6 
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polarization controller is set to the orthogonal state and the power meter indicates the 
maximum power. All signal power passes through polarizer at this situation. With the 
maximum and minimum power, OSNR can be calculated by 
OSN琴/ 0 . 1 n m ) = � ;^ . ( 1 .1 ) 
An other method, called polarization-nulling [20], is also based on the same 
principle. In this method, a rotating quarter-wave plate, instead of PC, and a rotating 
linear polarizer are used to continuously search for the maximum power and 
minimum power. 
1A1.2 Degree-of-polarization (DOP) analysis 
Mathematically, DOP is defined as the polarized light power divided by the total 
light power, i.e. the signal power divided by the sum of signal and noise power. 
P O P 二 �a r i z e d = _ P ^ _ 
P P + P � ’ , 
total sig ase 
Thus, 
0 厕 = 101og( DOP ) . ( 1 . 3 ) 
^ \ -DOP �) 
1.4.2 Interferometric approach 
In this approach, signal is passed through a asymmetric Mach-Zehnder 
interferometer [21]. Due to the coherence of the optical signal, the signal can 
interfere at the output of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer while the noise cannot. 
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1.4.3 RF spectral analysis approach 
There is an OSNR monitoring method, called orthogonal delayed homodyne method, 
making use of the RF spectral analysis in electrical spectrum. In this method, a PMD 
emulator is inserted in the monitoring module to make the two orthogonal modes, 
called principle states of polarization (PSP), propagate down the fiber at different 
speeds. This differential propagation time, called the differential group delay (DGD), 
will cause a dip in the electrical spectrum due to destructive interference. When the 
signal is launched at 45° in Jones Space relative to the PSPs, the minimum dip 
frequency is related to the DGD introduced by the PMD emulator by fmm = 
{IxDGD)'^. By measuring this narrowband RF dip power，i.e. the electrical noise, 
using an RF spectrum analyzer, together with the total optical power measured, 
OSNR can be calculated as in [34]. 
1.5 Review on PMD monitoring 
PMD is another important optical parameter needed to be monitored. To a first-order 
approximation, PMD splits the optical pulses into two pulses polarized orthogonally. 
The two pulses travel down a fiber at slightly different speeds. The resulting time 
difference is called the DGD [35]. PMD is a deleterious effect in high-speed optical 
systems because the split pulses cause crosstalk and inter-symbol interference (ISI). 
Acceptable average DGD varies between 10% and 20% of a bit period depending on 
the modulation format, outage probability, and receiver architecture [22]—[24]. 
1.5.1 DOP approach 
When a pulse having a DOP of 1，i.e., all signal power is polarized along the same 
SOP, enters at a 45° angle with respect to PSPs of a fiber, the leading edge of the 
pulse is polarized along the fastest PSP, while the middle of the pulse has the same 
SOP as the input pulse, and the trailing edge is polarized along the slowest PSP. 
Hence the output optical signal is no longer polarized along the same SOP and DOP 
is degraded. The DGD induced along the fiber can be derived from the resultant 
8 
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DOR 
1.5.2 RF spectral analysis approach 
As explained before, PMD will cause the signal in two orthogonal PSPs propagate 
down the fiber at different speeds. This speed differential causes a dip in the 
electrical spectrum after detection. The dip frequency, fmm, is related to the DGD by 
fmin = (IxDGD)'^. Band-pass filters (EPFs) observing the intensity of a number of 
different notch frequencies components, including the 1/4 bit rate frequency, the 1/2 
bit rate frequency, and the bit rate frequency, can be used for first-order PMD 
monitoring [25]-[31]. 
1.5.3 Arrival time measurement approach 
Polarization-scrambled light is injected for monitoring. The difference in arrival time 
among different input SOPs are measured by accurate clock from clock recovery 
phase-locked loop (PLL) in the receiver. It is usable in the presence of higher-order 
PMD. 
1.6 Objective of the thesis 
As quality checks of optical channels to assure the signal quality at the destination 
nodes meet the requirements that stated in the service level agreements (SLA), all 
those aforementioned 0PM schemes have done an excellent job. However, they 
provide limited information for some network management functions, such as 
channel setup, control and optimization. As an example, Figure 1.2 shows a simple 
network with 4 nodes. Suppose there are two existing channels, c； and c】，and we 
want to setup a new channel cs. 
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Figure 1.2. 4—node sample network with 2 existing channels and 1 new channel. 
From the 0PM measurement results of c； and q，we may know that the quality of 
these channels is high enough to provide reliable communication but we cannot 
conclude that the quality of C3 is also high even all the links in the channel are 
already contains in c； and C2. Therefore, we cannot estimate the quality of a channel 
before it is physically established. To estimate the quality of a new channel, one may 
probe the network by establishing a probing channel along the same path and using 
the same wavelength when the corresponding resources are idle. Nevertheless, it is 
infeasible to probe all the possible paths between any node pairs as the number of 
probing increase exponentially with the number of nodes and connectivity. To 
address this problem, we develop a novel efficient approach to derive the 
accumulated optical impairments of any path between nodes by installing monitoring 
modules in some of the nodes in the whole network. With this performance 
information, network operators can estimate the quality of different paths and regards 
that as a metric for path computation in the network layer [32]. 
1.7 Linear expressions of optical impairments 
Although the measurement results from 0PM do not directly provide us a flexible 
way in managing AONs, it is the fundamental techniques in monitoring the optical 
10 
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channel quality in reconfigurable AONs. By proper transformation, we can express 
the accumulated optical impairments, obtained from 0PM measurement results, as a 
linear sum of individual optical impairments along the path. Among all optical 
impairments, OSNR and PMD are the two most concerned optical impairments. For 
OSNR monitoring, the overall noise figure from the optical amplifier along the path 
with K hops can be expressed as [33]: 
NF, NF, NF, NF ——-+ ——-+ ••• + ——L ( 1.4) 
where NF is the accumulated noise figure, NFj is the individual noise figure o f / ^ hop. 
All noise figures are in log scale. Gg is the cumulative gain up to hop j. If each hop 
is fully compensated, all Gcj goes to 1 and the overall noise figure can be expressed 
as a sum of noise figure in each hop. 
NF +NF, ( 1.5) 
For PMD monitoring, the square of accumulated PMD is the sum of the square of 
PMD in each fiber hop and the PMD in the components along the path. 
PMD 2 = Y f M D } - + I f M D l — . ( 1 . 6 ) 
To estimate the quality of a channel before it is established, we need to know 
the individual impairments along its path. In the following chapters, we present a 
novel approach to retrieve these individual impairments from the 0PM measurement 
results of a set of probing channels. 
11 
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Chapter 2 Monitoring of 
Linearly Accumulated Impairments 
in Un—directional Links and Nodes 
2.1 Introduction 
In section 1.7，we have shown that the two most concerned optical impairment 
OSNR and PMD (or more precisely, the square of PMD) of a channel can be 
expressed in a linear equation. This powered us by lots of mathematical tools from 
algebra, especially linear algebra. In this chapter, we will present a novel algebraic 
approach to derive the impairments induced on both nodes and links. We will also 
analyze impairments on directional links in Chapter 3. 
2.2 Problem formulation 
We model AONs as a simple connected graph and make the following assumptions: 
(i) Every link supports bi-directional communication. 
(ii) Impairments are induced in links during the transmission and nodes during 
routing. 
(iii) Impairments in links do not depend on the direction that the links are passed 
through. We call this kind of impairment "un-directional" link impairment. 
Similarly, the impairment induced in a node during routing processes is 
assumed to be the same for any input-output port pairs. We call this 
"un-directional" node impairment. We assign one impairment variable for 
each link and one impairment variable for each node to represent the 
impairment levels induced by the node and link. 
(iv) We can inject a set of channels for probing. They are called probing channels. 
12 
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Probing channels are a set of channels such that the paths of probing channels 
can be freely configured, except those violate the following two assumptions, 
to collect impairment information of nodes and links. The probing channels 
should be terminated at and/or pass through monitoring modules for 
performance monitoring. 
(V) Probing channels that pass through any link or any node more than once are 
not allowed. 
(vi) If a probing channel is routed through a node n in its path, it cannot be 
terminated at n. But probing channels from n to itself through a ring path are 
allowed. 
(vii) Monitoring module can monitor different probing channels that arrives it 
through all its ports by time division manner and it can distinguish them by 
proper labelling of probing channels. 




• j ^ l ^ o u p l e r 
Isolator I 
^ _ _ J Monitoring 
^ ^ module 
Optical switch —；  
^ J 




Figure 2.1. Node architecture. Monitoring module is installed at the drop port in 
13 
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order to monitor channels from all input ports. 
Figure 2.1 shows a block diagram from a network node. The implementation of the 
monitoring module in the figure depends on the type of optical impairments that need 
to be monitored and will not be discussed in the thesis. However, the monitoring 
module should be independent to protocol, wavelength, bit-rate, path history of the 
monitored channels and provides large monitoring range and high sensitivity to 
accommodate the challenging all-optical network environment. 
If there is a monitoring module installed at the node, it is desired to be installed 
at the drop port of the OADM or OXC in order to monitor channels from all input 
ports. In our model, impairments are induced in nodes and links during the routing 
and transmission process. However, as stated in assumption (iii), the impairments 
induced are unidirectional. For unidirectional link impairment, it means the fiber 
link attached to the input port and the /出 output port are the same physical link. 
Therefore, no matter a channel pass through this fiber link in which direction, the 
channel should experience the same level of impairment. For un-directional node 
impairments, it is assumed that the impairment induced in the optical switch is the 
same for all input-output port pairs, including the add port and drop port. 
z = d b n： z z d I z z ： 
二 二 二 、 、 ‘ 二 二 - - 一 一 二 
Optical switch ” Optical switch^ “ 广 Optical switch 一 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 2.2. (a) optical channel is sent out from the node through the add port, (b) 
optical channel is received from the drop port, (c) optical channel is routed through 
the node. 
Figure 2.2 shows the routing inside the node when a channel is sent, received and 
routed through the node. Figure 2.3 shows a simple optical channel connection from 
Node A to Node C. 
14 
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\ Node A / \ NodeB / \ NodeC / 
Figure 2.3. An optical channel is sent from Node A and then routed at Node B 
and finally received at Node C through two hops: Link 1 and Link 2. 
In our model, this channel should experience the sum of the routing impairment in 
Node A {Impairment(A)), the transmission impairment in Link 1 {Impairment(1)), 
routing impairment in Node B (Impairment(B)), transmission impairment in Link 2 
(Impairment(2)) and routing impairment in Node C {Impairment(Q). If we define 
x^ = -Impairment (A) 
= Impairment (A) + Impairment{\) + Impairment{B) 
x^ = - Impairment {B) . ( 2 . 1 ) 
义2 = Impairment (^B) + Impairment{2) + Impairment(C) 
jCc = - Impairment {C) 
The overall impairment of the channel becomes 
Impairment = ;c, + + Xj. (2.2 ) 
By this re-definition of impairment induced in nodes and links, we can simplify the 
routing impairment induced in the routing from add port of the source node and 
routing to the drop port of the destination node as null. In the following analysis, we 
consider the impairment induced in a channel as in the order of 
"link-node-link-node-link .’，. The impairment variables for nodes and links and 
defined in the same manner as in equation (2 .1 )，i.e., the impairment variable for a 
node, Xnode, is actually the negative of the physical impairment induced during the 
15 
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routing process in that node and the impairment for a link,义滅，is the sum of the 
physical impairments induced in its both end nodes and that link. 
The routing impairment and transmission impairment may not be consider the 
same for all I/O port pairs and for different transmission directions, respectively, if 
we want to finely distinguish the performances of the node for different I/O pairs and 
the link for two different directions. In this chapter, we limited our analysis to 
"un-directional" node and link impairments. The analysis for impairments that 
depend on the I/O port pairs in nodes and transmission direction in links is given in 
Chapter 5. 
Let E and Fbe the number of links and nodes in the network, we have N= V+E 
impairment variables, labelled by xj for j G [l,N] to represent the impairment levels 
induced in nodes and links. 
If the impairments along the path are linearly accumulated, we can express the 
accumulated impairment of the 产 probing channel that passes through totally K 
nodes and links, with impairment variables xj, X2, jcj, Xk, by 
少 / (2.3) 
where yi is the 0PM measurement result of the 产 probing channel. For a set of N 
probing channels, we can express the equations in a matrix representation: 
y = Mx ( 2 . 4 ) 
wherey = \yiy2y3 少yv]丁，M, called probing matrix, is an NxNmatrix with entry my 
= 1 if and only if the 产 probing channel passes through the node or link associated 
with the impairment variable xj, otherwise, my = 0 and jc = [x] X2 X3 . . . JC"]T. A S an 
example, Figure 2.4 shows a sample network with 4 nodes and 5 links. Three probing 
16 
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channels, c/, cj and cj，are shown for reference. 
/ X -X I fn pair merits on 
^ / " . links 
X4 丫 X -X • Impairments on 
/ 6 9 • nodes 
/ C^ -Cj : 3 probing channels 
X, r ^ n 
I Xg J ( Xg ) 。 monitoring module 
^ C2 M  
Figure 2.4. Sample network with 1 monitoring module. Nodes with monitoring 
module are shaded in grey colour. 
Where 
" 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 " 
, 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 M = 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 
The first three rows in M state the impairment variables that c/，c: and C3 
experienced respectively. In order to solve x, M should be non-singular. Then x can 
be solved by 
JC = M - ' y . ( 2 . 5 ) 
Obviously, the feasibility of finding a non-singular M depends on the network 
topology and the locations of monitoring modules. In general, the problem is 
abstracted to the problem of designing a probing scheme with minimum number of 
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monitoring modules such that the corresponding exists. 
_ - • 
G ^ ^ K J ^ t t 
X2 ^ � 
0 ；4 © 
Figure 2.5. Break down of probing channel at monitoring modules. 
In the above example, all probing channels are terminated at the monitoring 
modules. In our analysis, we assume that the node with monitoring module either 
terminates and monitors the incoming probing channels or let the probing channels 
pass through without monitoring. Next, we will show that no tap-off monitoring is 
required. If a probing channel is allowed to be tapped-off for monitoring, we can 
replace it by several probing channels such that each of them are either terminated at 
the monitoring module or routed through the node without monitoring. For example, 
the impairment of the probing channel c in Figure 2.5 is originally measured at the 
monitoring modules along its path without termination, c is replaced by five new 
probing channels, q , c。，，cv，Cc and cv. We can monitor these five probing channels 
instead of c to obtain the same information as monitoring the probing channel c. The 
information is derived from the five probing channels by following procedures. 
When c passes through the monitoring module at the node with impairment 
variable jcj, 
Case 1. If c is tapped-off at the input port for monitoring, the 0PM measure result 
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=X2 which is same as that of cj. 
Case 2. If c is tapped-off at the output port for monitoring, the 0PM measurement 
result = X2+X3. It can be derived from the 0PM results of Cb = 
X2+X3^ X4+X5+X6 and Cb’ = X4+X5-^ X6 by simple subtraction. 
Similarly, when c passes through the monitoring module at the node with 
impairment variable xj, 
Case 1. If c is tapped-off at the input port for monitoring, the 0PM measurement 
result = X2+X3+X4+X5-\-X6 which is same as that of c^. 
Case 2. If c is tapped-off at the output port for monitoring, the 0PM measurement 
result It can be derived from the 0PM results of Cc = 
X2+X3+X4+X5+X6+X7+X8 and Cc’ = xs by simple subtraction. 
Finally, when c arrives the 3rd monitoring module at the node with impairment 
variable x?, since the node is the termination node of c, c does not experience the 
impairment variable xg that is assigned to the impairment induced during routing. So, 
the 0PM result of c should be the same as that of q . Although we may need more 
probing channels to replace original one, the location and number of monitoring 
modules need not to be changed. Moreover, the number of probing channels always 
bounded by as we can remove the probing channels that contribute linear 
dependent row vectors in M. 
2.3 Probing scheme 
2.3.1 Two-link-connected networks 
Two-link-connected network is a kind of network such that, for any two nodes in the 
network, there are two link-disjoint paths between them. Therefore, in order to 
disconnect a two-link connected network, at least two links need to be removed. 
Figure 2.6 shows a 6—node two-link-connected network. Removal of any link does 
not disconnect the network. Figure 2.7 shows another 6-node network. In Figure 2.7， 
there is a link in dash line pattern. If the link is removed, the whole network will be 
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disconnected into two parts. Therefore, the network in Figure 2.7 is not a two-link 
connected network. We call the link in dash line pattern “bridge，’. A link is called 
bridge if and only if after the removal of it will disconnect the network. 
——？ 
——o 
Figure 2.6. A 6-node two-link-connected network. 
o 0 ^ - — i 
Figure 2.7. A 6-node network with bridge. 
In this section, we present a probing scheme, using two monitoring modules, for all 
two-link-connected networks. 
2.3.1.1 Ring network 
Ring network is the simplest two-link-connected network, i.e., no proper 
sub-network in a ring network is two-link-connected. In ring network, the number 
of nodes and the number of links are the same, i.e. V=E. For a fixed V, ring network 
contains less links than other two-link-connected network. Although the number of 
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impairment variables in ring network = V+E is less than that of other 
two-link-connected network, the simple topology of ring network restricts the 
number of feasible path for probing channels. We first prove that two monitoring 
modules are required to monitor any ring network in this section and then apply the 
results to any other two-link-connected network in next section. Before the proof of 
necessary condition of monitoring a ring network, we first find out what can be done 
if there is only one monitoring module in the ring network. Recall that a link is called 
bridge if and only if, after the removal of it, the whole network will be disconnected 
into two sub-networks. We claim the following lemmas. 
Lemma 7.For a non-singular NxN probing matrix Af, if we choose k out of N 
column vectors from M to form an NyJc matrix M\ rank of M' equals to k. 
Proof. Since M is non-singular, rank of M equals to N. Therefore, the 
column vectors are linearly independent. In particular, all k column vectors in M* are 
linearly independent. Thus, rank of M , equals to k. 
Lemma 2. For any bridge 4 that disconnect the network into two sub-networks 
Gi!b) and G r ^ , if G l ^ (resp. G / ) ) is not a single-node network, there should be a 
monitoring module at Gl^ (resp. 办). 
Proof. Let n be the node in directly connected to lb and d be the degree 
of n. Let I], 12, h, ...，Id-i be the incident links of n other than h. Let ；c，x/，to Xd-“ Xb 
be the impairment variables for n, /； to Id-i and h respectively. Suppose probing 
scheme exists, i.e., M"' exists. We choose J+2 column vectors that are associated 
with the impairment variables x, x； to Xd-i and Xb from M to form a matrix M\ By 
Lemma 1, rank of M，should equal to d+2. Since there is no monitoring module in 
GL(b), all probing channels from nodes in Gi!^) should be sent out to GR(b). If we focus 
on a narrow view that contains only n and its incident links, the sub-paths of probing 
channels under the focus should be: 
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(i) lb or 
(ii) l i ^ n ^ l b ^ o r i e [ l , d - \ ] . 
There are totally d+\ distinct sub-paths under the focus. This implies that there are 
only d+\ distinct row vectors in AT. Thus, the rank of M' should not greater than 
d+l which is a contradiction. 
Lemma J.For a line network, if there are two monitoring modules installed at 
both ends, we can derive all impairment variables of the network. 
Figure 2.8 shows a 4-node line network with 5 impairment variables for 
reference. 
Figure 2.8. 4-node line network with end nodes installed with monitoring 
modules. 
Proof. Since there is no routing function at the end nodes, there is no 
impairment variables assigned to them. For a AT-node line network, V = K-2, E = 
AT—1，therefore N = 2K-3. For each node of the K-2 nodes that are not end nodes, 
there are two paths from the node to the two monitoring modules at the end nodes. 
For the end nods, there is only one path between them. So there are totally 2K-2> 
paths from nodes to monitoring modules. Fortunately, if we send a set of 2K-3> 
probing channels along these paths, we get a non-singular probing matrix M. 
Let X2k be the impairment variable of the intermediate node and X2k-i be the 
impairment variable of the Ji^ link. Let link and link be the left and right 
incident links of the J^ ^ intermediate node respectively. Let pki and pkR be the path 
from the k^^ intermediate node to the left and right end nodes respectively. Let p be 
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the path between the end nodes. Let c and Cki and CkR be the probing channels along p, 
PkL and pkR respectively. The Impairment(c), i.e., the accumulated impairment of c, is 
the sum of all impairments in the line network. 
Impairment(c) +^2 H — 3 . ( 2.6 ) 
While the accumulated impairment oicki and CkR can expressed as: 
Impairment(c^^) +X3 + 
Impairment(CkR) + 义 2it+3 +"•+义 27^-3 
So, we can always solve X2k^y 
XIk =Impairment(c) — Impairment(Ci^L) 一 I m p a i r m e n t ( C k R ) . (2.8 ) 
We solve X2k-i by 
= Impairm 
•^ 2/1-1 =Impairment(CkL) -I饥pairment(c认_\�L) —X2Vc-\� for k e[2，K-2].( 2.9 ) 
X2K-3 =1^ pairm ent(c) - Im pairm en t (c (�_2�l ) 一义 2(^-2) 
Thus Lemma 3 is proved. 
Lemma 4. For every network that contains a node with degree greater than 
1，probing scheme exists only if there are at least two monitoring modules in the 
network. 
Proof. If the only one monitoring module is installed at a node n with degree 
greater 1，we cannot solve x, the impairment variable of n. It is because that, in order 
to solve jc，we should have some probing channels that pass through n，however, 
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these probing channels should also be terminated at the monitoring module at n. This 
violates the assumption (vi) in section 2.2. 
Suppose the node n with monitoring module has degree 1. It should be directly 
connected with another node n ‘ by its only incident link k. If n ‘ has degree 1，the 
whole network is a two-node network, no node has degree greater than 1. Therefore, 
n ‘ should have degree greater than 1. By considering k as a bridge that disconnects 
the network in to Gl^ and C?/勿 that contain n and n ‘ respectively, we conclude that, 
from Lemma 2, G/勿 should contain some nodes installed with monitoring modules. 
Thus we need at least two monitoring modules. 
Lemma If there is only one monitoring module in a ring network, we can 
derive all impairment variables of the network except the one for the node with 
monitoring module. 
Proof. We can break down any ring network into a logical line network by 
splitting the node with monitoring module into two logical end nodes. By Lemma 3, 
we conclude that all impairment variables in this logical line network can be derived. 
But there is a difference between this logical line network and a real line network. 
For a real line network, the end nodes do not need to route any channel while the 
logical end nodes in logical line network do. Therefore the only unsolved impairment 
variable is the one for the node installed with monitoring module. 
We are ready to prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. For any ring network probing scheme exists if and only if there 
are at least two monitoring modules in the network. 
Proof of "only if" part: It can be deduced directly from Lemma 4. 
Proof of "if" part'. Let a； and a! be the two nodes that are installed with 
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monitoring modules. By Lemma 5, when we consider aj only, we are able to solve 
all impairment variables except the impairment variable of oti. So, the routing 
impairment of a i is solved. Similarly, the impairment variable of cti can be solved 
when we consider oa. Theorem 1 is proved. 
We should point out that, under this approach, there are totally 2x{lK-\) 
probing channels. However, we only need 2K probing channels out of them as there 
are only 2K impairment variables. We can remove redundant probing channels, while 
keeping the rank of M equals to N at the same time, according to cost metric. The 
locations of monitoring modules certainly affect the cost of probing. For example, 
we may want to minimize the maximum number of hops in probing channels, i.e. 
maximum length of probing channels, we should separate the monitoring modules by 
_K/2�hops because the maximum length of probing channels for ring network is the 
maximum distance between the monitoring modules. 
2.3.1.2 General two-link-connected network 
Since ring network is the simplest two-link-connected network, we can always find 
a ring sub-network from any two-link-connected network. By decomposing the 
two-link-connected network into ring sub-networks, we are able to monitor the 
two-link-connected network by two monitoring modules. Before the proof of that, 
we first need to prove the following lemmas. 
Lemma For any sub-network Gs of a network G, if there are some monitoring 
modules at Gs and all impairment variables in Gs except those for the nodes with 
monitoring modules are solved, all nodes in Gs are considered logically installed with 
monitoring modules for nodes and links outside Gs. 
Proof. Suppose a probing channel c that only passes through nodes and links 
outside Gs is terminated at a boundary node ris in Gs. Let n be the node with 
monitoring module that is closest to its in Gs. If its = n, c can certainly be monitored. 
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Suppose Us 关� in Gj, we can derive the accumulated impairment of c by the 
following equation: 
Im pairm ent(c) = Im pairm en / (c') 一 Im pairm ent {p^)-x ^ ( 2.10) 
where Xs is the impairment variable of ris, Ps is the shortest path from ris to n in Gs and 
c' is the probing channel formed by routing c to « at ris throughps. Impairment(c), 
Impairment(c') and Impairment(ps) are the accumulated impairment of c, c ' and the 
overall impairment along the path ps respectively. Since c' is terminated at n, the 
accumulated impairment can be measured by the monitoring module at n. Also, all 
the impairment variables in ps are solved as all nodes and links in it are located at Gs. 
In particular, Xs is solved. Therefore, the term “—Impairment(Cs) —x/，can be solved 
without any extra probing channel. In order to monitor the accumulated impairment 
in c, we can monitor the accumulated impairment in c ’ instead and then derive the 
accumulated impairment in c by equation ( 2.8 ). 
We are now ready to prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 2. For any two-link-connected network, except single-node 
network, probing scheme exists if and only if we install at least two monitoring 
modules in the network. 
Proof of "only if" part Every node in a two link connected network, except 
those in single-node network, has degree greater than 1. The proof can be deduced 
directly from Lemma 4. 
Proof of "if" part'. For ring networks, it is proved in Theorem 1. Let G be the 
two-link-connected network other than ring network. There should be a ring 
sub-network Gs in G. Let ni and ny'be nodes in this ring sub-network and we install 
two monitoring modules at them. From Theorem 1’ we can solve all impairment 
variables in Gs. 
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For any link I connected to Gs but not included in Gs, let and ns be the nodes 
directly connected to I. One of �a n d ns is included in Gs. Let «2 be the node 
included in Gs. There should be some paths from n] to nj that does not contain I 
because G is a two-link-connected. Let ps be the shortest path among these paths. 
Since nj is located at Gs, ps should meet some nodes, at least n], in Gs. Suppose fis3 is 
the first node in Gs that p3 meets when we consider ps running in the direction from 
ns to H]. We shorten ps by removing the subsequent path from riss to i.e., ps is 
shortened to a sub-path of the original ps that connects n] to rtss. Figure 2.9 shows a 
sample network and corresponding labelling for reference. In the figure, n2 = n!. 
_ 
Figure 2.9. Sample network showing fisj, I and shortenedps. Gs is 
shaded with pale grey colour. 
Note that ps does not contain any node and link in Gs. There is a path p from 722 
to tiss along As proved in Lemma 6, n�and riss are logically installed with 
monitoring modules. Therefore, we can solve all impairment variables along p by the 
same manner in Lemma 3. 
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We can extend Gs to include all nodes and links in p. Then we consider another 
link I' that is out of the extended Gs but connected to a boundary node of the 
extended Gs. Define n '2，n '3, n ’s3,p'3 a n d p ‘ accordingly. Subsequently, all nodes and 
links along p ‘ can be solved by the same manner. We iterate this process until all 
links, together with their directly connected nodes, are included in Gs. Theorem 2 is 
proved. 
Indeed, the monitoring module at ' in the above proof is only for solving the 
impairment variable of Thus, we have the following corollary. 
Corollary 1. For a two-link-connected network with only one monitoring 
module, we can solve all impairment variables in the network except the one for the 
node with monitoring module. 
2.3.2 Tree networks 
As the simplest connected network, tree network further reduce the number of 
feasible paths for probing channels. We should use multiple monitoring modules for 
tree networks. We claim the following theorem for star network - a special tree 
network. 
Theorem 3. For any star network with more than two nodes, probing scheme 
exists if and only if at least two nodes are installed with monitoring modules. 
Proof of “only if" part The centre node should have degree greater than 1 • The 
proof can be deduced directly from Lemma 4, 
Proof of "if" part" \lionQ of the monitoring module is located at the centre node 
n, all impairment variables of links can be solved by sending a single-hop probing 
channel to n through the corresponding links. Since d is greater than 1，there should 
be two leave nodes nj and connected to n by two links /； and h, respectively such 
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that another monitoring module is installed at Let x, xi, and X2 be the impairment 
variables for n, // and h respectively and let p be the path Ir^rr^h. By sending a 
probing channel c along p, x can by solved by 
X = Impairment (c)-x广X 2 ( 2.11 ) 
as X] and X2 are solved. 
If the two monitoring modules are located at leave nodes nj and ”2，the 
impairment variables x/ and X2 for incident links /； and h of nj and , respectively, 
� can be solved by sending two single-hop probing channels along the links. The 
impairment variable ；c of the centre node n can be solved by the same manner in 
equation ( 2.9 ). For any unsolved impairment variable x' of link I' in the star 
network, it can be solved by sending a probing channel c' along the path p': 
/ ' 如 礼 Then， 
X ‘ = Impairment ( c ' ) - x - x , . (2 .12) 
Thus, Theorem 3 is proved. 
For a two-node network, probing scheme exists if and only if there is a 
monitoring module installed at one of the node. The proof is trivial and omitted. 
For a tree network, each leaf node is directly connected to exactly one node. If 
this node becomes a leaf node after the removal all leaves node that connected to it, 
we call this kind of nodes “leaf: node" and call the sub-networks that contains only a 
leaf2 node and all leave nodes that directly connected it a “tree] sub-networks". 
Figure 2.10 shows a sample tree network. The tree� sub-networks are shaded in pale 
grey colour while leave? nodes are shaded in dark grey colour. Note that not all nodes 
that directly connected to leave nodes are leave: nodes. Also, after the removal of all 
leave nodes in a tree network, the new network is also a tree network which should 
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Figure 2.10. Sample tree network with 3 tree: sub-networks shaded with pale grey 
colour. Leave2 nodes are shaded with dark grey colour. 
For a tree network that is not a star network, we claim: 
Theorem 4. For any tree network that is not a star network, probing scheme 
exists if and only if each tree� sub-network contains at least a node with monitoring 
module. 
Proof of "only if" part Let G be a tree network that is not a star network and 
G2 be a tree2 sub-network in G. The leafi node n in G2 should be connected to other 
nodes outside G2’ otherwise G should be a star network. Also, n should be connected 
to other nodes in G through only one bridge k, otherwise n is not a leaf node after the 
removal of all leave nodes that connected to it which contradicts that« is a leafi node 
in G. After the removal of/z,, G2 is disconnected from other nodes in G. By Lemma 2, 
G2 should contain a monitoring module. 
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Proof of "if” part Suppose the monitoring module is installed at one of 
the leave nodes a in G2. Since G is not a star network, there should be more than two 
nodes left if all leave nodes are removed. Therefore, there should be at least two 
leave nodes in G even after the removal. This is equivalent to have two leave� nodes 
in original G. So, there should be at least two tree! sub-network in G. Let G2 ‘ be 
another tree? sub-network and a' be the node with monitoring module in G / . Since 
G is connected, there is a path from a to a . This path should pass through the leaf� 
node n in G2. All nodes and links in this path form a line sub-network. By Lemma 3, 
the impairment variable ；c of « can be solved. Also Xa, the impairment variable of the 
link la connecting n and a, is solved. Let d be the degree of «，and /；, h, I3’ …,k-2 be 
the links connecting n to its all leave nodes other than a. Let x；, x：, X3, Xd-2 be the 
impairment variable of the /；, h，I3,…，U-i respectively. By sending a probing 
channel through the path: for i e [1，d-l], Xi can be solved as the 
accumulated impairment of the probing channel is Xi+X+Xa where and Xa are solved. 
So, all the impairment variables in G2 can be solved. By Lemma (5, n is logically 
installed with monitoring module. By the same manner, we conclude that all leave? 
nodes in all tree] sub-network are either physically or logically installed with 
monitoring modules. 
Let Gs be the sub-network of G that contains all nodes and links in G expect the 
leave nodes and their incident links. Gs is also a tree network. All leave: nodes in G 
become leave nodes in Gs. For any link h in Gs, let «； and «2 be the nodes that is 
directly connected to it. Since every link in a tree network is a bridge, there should be 
a path Pi from «； to a leaf node in Gs and a path p2 from n � t o another leaf node in Gs 
such that Pi and p： are link-disjoint. Without loss of generality, let the leave? nodes 
in G2 and G：' be the leave nodes in pi and p2 respectively. So, there should be a 
from the leaf? node in G2 to the leaf� node in G2,. All nodes 
and links in this path form a line sub-network. By Lemma 3, the impairment variable 
of lb, til and «2 can be solved as the leave? nodes in G2 and G2 ’ are either physically 
or logically installed with monitoring modules. 
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Only the impairment variables that are associated with the incident links of 
leave nodes in G and the impairment variables of leave： nodes are left to be solved. 
We first consider the link impairment variables and node impairment variables in 
tree2 sub-networks. As shown above, if the monitoring module in a tree? 
sub-network G2 is located at a leaf node, all impairment variables in G2 can be 
solved. We only need to consider the case that the monitoring module is located at 
the leaf2 node. Suppose the monitoring module in a tree� sub-network G2，is located 
at the leaf2 node n ‘ with degree d'. Let /'； to I'd-i be the links that connect n ’ to all 
leave nodes in G2Letx\x'] iox'd-i be the impairment variable of and /'y to /'d—i 
respectively, x'l to x'd-i can be solved by directly send a probing channel to n‘ 
through I'l to I'd-i respectively. Let n be the leaf node that connected to by /'；. 
There should be a path p from «'； to a node with monitoring module outside G2, and 
a sub-path of;?, calledp ,，from n ‘ to the node with monitoring module mp.x' can be 
solved by sending a probing channel c alongp: 
X ‘ = Impairment�c) 一 Impairment (p’�一 X \ . (2.13 ) 
Since x ’丨 and all impairments variables along p ‘ are solved, x, can be solved. 
Only the link impairment variables of incident links of leave nodes that are not 
connected to leave? nodes are left to be solved. Let G ' b e a network obtain from G by 
removing all these unsolved links. All impairment variables in G' are solved, by 
Lemma 6, all nodes in G ‘ are logically installed with monitoring modules. We attach 
the unsolved links in G to G' one by one to extend G' back to G. Whenever, we 
attach a new unsolved link to G\ the link impairment variable can be solved by a 
single-hop probing channel along the link to G'. Thus, after each step of the 
extension, all impairment variables in the extended G' can be solved. Finally, G' 
extends back to G with all impairment variables solved. 
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2.3.3 Networks with bridges 
Networks without bridge should be two-link-connected networks. They have been 
analyzed in section 2.3.1. In this section, we analyze the networks with bridges. 
Before the analysis of general network with bridges G, we first transform G to a 
tree-like structure by the following steps: 
(i) Let B be the set of all bridges in G. 
(ii) Remove all the bridge in B from G to decompose G into several connected 
sub-networks which are labelled by Gi fori e [1, k]. Note that a single-node 
network is also regarded as a connected network. 
(iii) By abstraction of each G, as a node we are able to define Gb as a 
abstracted version of G such that the node set of Gb is {«/均 | / € [1, k]} and 
link set is B. 
We claim the following lemmas: 
Lemma 7.GB is a tree network. 
Proof. For any k in B disconnects some nodes in G, say tii and n � . T h e y 
should be contained in two different G,，say Gi and G2, as every Gi is a connected 
network. Therefore,打尸)and «/影 are disconnected in Gb by removal of h. Thus h is 
bridge in GB. This implies that all links in B are bridges and GB is a tree network. 
Lemma 8.Gi’ for all i, is a two-link-connected network. 
Proof: Suppose a link I in G, disconnect two nodes nj and n： in Gi. Since I is 
contained in Gi, it should not be contained in B. So, nj and «2 should be connected in 
G b y a path that does not contain k. This path should contain some links in G that is 
out of Gi as lb disconnects nj and in Gi. This implies that there is a ring 
sub-network contains «/均 in Gb . since ni and n： are inside Gi. However, from 
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Lemma 7，Gb is a tree network. It cannot contain any ring sub-network which is a 
contradiction. Thus G, is a two-link connected network. 
For any network with bridges G, let be a sub-network of G that contains all 
nodes and links in G except all leave nodes and their incident links. Define G'g, G'/S 
and n'/均s as in transformation described above accordingly . We are ready to prove 
the following theorem. 
Theorem 5. If G' is not a two-link-connected network, probing scheme 
exists for G if and only if, for every G，/ such that n'/均 is a leaf node in G 'B, there is a 
monitoring module install at an arbitrary node in G ). 
Proof of "only if" part. • Suppose n ’ lea/B) is a leaf node in G's. There should be 
only one link I connect G’ leaf to other nodes in G. Thus I is a bridge in G'. Since all 
leave nodes are remove to form G\G 'leaf should not contains any leaf node in G. By 
Lemma 2, G'/go/should contain at least one monitoring module. 
Proof of "if" part If is a leaf node in G'b, Let a be the node in G'leaf 
installed with monitoring module and ；Ca be the impairment variable of a. By 
Corollary 1, we can solve all impairment variables in G 'leaf, except Xa. 
Let n 'i(B) be a intermediate node in G 'B- Thus n，/均 has degree greater than 2. Let 
// and h be two incident link of 彬 in G V In a micro-view, let nj and be the 
nodes in G ) that are directly connected to // and h respectively. Note that «/ may 
equal to but this does not affect the following analysis. Since /； and h are bridges 
in G'B, there should be a path from n,/均 to a leaf node n 'LEAF/^^ through /y and a path 
from n ’/均 to a leaf node n through h such that these two path are link-disjoint. 
In a micro-view there should be a path p! from nj to the node a； with monitoring 
module in G 'leafj and a path p2 from n�to the node ai with monitoring module in 
G 'ieaj2' Also, as G'/ is a connected network, there is a shortest path p from nj to n2 in 
G’i. L e t p ‘ be the p a t h i f 本 n2. Let be the p a t h i f 
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fi] = n2. Both ends of the p ’ are installed with monitoring modules. All nodes and 
links in p ‘ form a line sub-network. By Lemma 3, all impairment variables along p '， 
except those associated with ai and a】，can be solved. Considering all the nodes and 
links along pi (resp. P2) together with m (resp. 112) as a sub-network with a 
monitoring module and all impairment variables in this sub-network, except the one 
for the node with monitoring module, are solved, nj (resp. n：) can be regarded as 
logically installed with monitoring module by Lemma 6. So, there is at least one node, 
even nj = n2’ logically installed with monitoring module in G) such that the 
impairment variable for that node is solved. Therefore all impairment variables in G 
can be solved, as stated in Theorem 2 and Corollary 1. Therefore, all nodes in all G'/S 
are either physically or logically installed with monitoring modules 
For each link in B, if the link is included in the p'\ or 
p r ^ n r ^ p 2 defined above paragraph, the impairment variable for the link is already 
solved. Otherwise, the two nodes directly connected it are either physically or 
logically installed with monitoring modules. The impairment variable for the bridge 
can be solved by a single-hop probing channel through the bridge. 
All impairment variables in G ‘ except those for nodes with monitoring modules 
are solved. By, Lemma 6, all nodes in it are installed with monitoring module either 
physically or logically. Therefore the impairment variables of all incident links of 
leave nodes in G, can be solved by single-hop probing channels through the incident 
links. 
Since G' is not a two-link-connected network, there should be at least two 
leave nodes in G 'B. Let n ’呵严)and n 'leafP be the two leave nodes and G 'leafi and 
G'leaji be the sub-network in G' that correspond to n 'LEAF/^^ and N'LEAFI� in G'B 
respectively. Let a； be the node with monitoring module in G 'LEAFI and XJ be the 
impairment variable for a；. There is also a monitoring module at a � in G'leafi. Let pr 
be the path from CCI to AT. Since all nodes in G 'LEAJI are not leave nodes, degree of a； 
is greater than 1. Let I be an incident link of aj outside pr and x be the impairment 
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variable of I. It is worth notice that ；c is already solved because only the impairment 
variables for nodes with monitoring modules are left to be solved. Let pr，be the path 
Daj-^Pr and c and c ‘ are probing channel alongpr andpr,. xi is solved by 
x^=Im pairm en t(c')- Im pairm ent{c)-x . (2 .14) 
Theorem 5 is proved. 
Theorem (5. If G ' is a two-link-coimected network, all impairments in G can be 
solved by using two monitoring modules. 
Proof. By Theorem 2，all impairments in G，can be solved. All nodes in it are 
installed with monitoring module either physically or logically. Therefore the 
unsolved impairment variables in G, i.e. impairment variables of all incident links of 
leave nodes in G, can be solved by single-hop probing channels through the incident 
links. 
2.3.4 Illustrative example 
We show the application of the theorems by an illustrative example in this section. 
Figure 2.11 show the network used in our illustrative example. 
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颜 
Figure 2.11. Illustrative network G with bridge. 
We first remove all the leave nodes to from a sub-network G，. 
Figure 2.12. G' obtained from G by removing all leave nodes. 
Since the network in Figure 2.12 has bridges, we need to first find out all the bridges 
to form an abstracted version of the network G'B as described in section 2.3.3. 
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Figure 2.13. Break down of G ’ by removal of bridges. 
Figure 2.13 shows the G' after the removal of the set of bridges B = {In, li?}- The 
network is broken down into three connected sub-network G’i, G'2 and G � . Note 
that all G’i, G’2 and G'3 are two-link-connected network which matches the result of 
Lemma 8. 
… ^ ^ 上 ^ ^ ^ 
Figure 2.14. G '5，the abstracted version of G ’ by considering G，/S as nodes. 
Figure 2.14 shows the G 'B, the abstracted version of G ’ by considering G，/S as nodes. 
Note that it is a tree network which matches the result from Lemma 7. 
From Theorem 5，we know that we should place a monitoring module at G '1 and 
G'3. Theorem 5 also tells us that we can place the monitoring module at an arbitrary 
node in G'j and G'3. However, we can find an optimal location of the monitoring 
module in order to minimize the maximum length of probing channels inside G '； and 
G'3. Fortunately, Gi and G'3 are ring networks, placing the monitoring module at any 
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node gives the same maximum length that equals to 3. Considering the global 
maximum length of probing channels, we decide to place the monitoring module at 
the node in xj and xj. 
•ff^ 
Figure 2.15. G' installed with necessary monitoring modules. Nodes with 
monitoring modules are shaded in grey colour. 
After the decision of locations of monitoring modules, we need to find out the 
probing channels. We first consider the links in G'L, and G j as «’严)’ N，/均 are leave 
nodes in G，B. AS they are ring networks, the path of probing channels are fixed. In 
the following analysis, let c, be the probing channel of and be the row vector 
corresponds to c, in the probing matrix M. 
Fo rG ' y： 
P I "丨0 
P3 "13 — " 3 —“1 — « 2 —。0 . 
Ps "13 
F o r G' i： 
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PE "18 
PI -HO 
P% "19 —I20 —«8 ->^8 • 
P9 :“0 书 9 —�9 
P\Q • !\9 
So, 
=[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0' 
[0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0' 
=[0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0' 
w, =[0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0' 
w, = [ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 " 
=[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 " . 
[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0' 
=[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0' 
[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0' 
=[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0' 
Then we consider G ,2. Since N,/均 is not a leaf node, there is no monitoring 
module. But there should be paths from n,/彬 to two leave nodes n,/及）and n'/及）in 
G’B. According to 3 A.3Theorem 5, we should find out /?,/?； and p2. p: l]4,pj： I12 and 
P2: In- To solve X4 and X5, we have the following paths for probing channels: 




P x s ' h i 书 5 — " 4 — l y i 
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Then, 
M,, =[0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0' 
[0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0' 
M,, =[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0". 
M,, =[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0" 
M；, =[0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0' 
Next, we consider the remained impairment variables in G � ' XM can be solved 
by the row vectors «// to ujs. To solve ；c/j, xj6 and xe, we need to send the probing 
channels along the following paths: 
PXI'HE —“1 
PN'HL — ' 1 5 ->^6 —"4 — '17 
and 
=[0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0' 
=[0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 . . 
M,, =[0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0] 
Then we consider the bridges I12 and / / / in B. However X12 and XN are solved by 
ui3 and U14. No extra probing channel is needed. 
Next, we need to solve the impairment variables for the incident links of leave 
nodes, i.e. X21, 
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=[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 . 
Finally, we need to solve X] and XJ, impairment variables for nodes installed 
with monitoring modules. We need to find out PR and P/ in Theorem 5 for each of X! 
and xj7. Indeed, all impairment variables in pr are solved, no extra probing channels 
for Pr are needed, p/ s forx； and X7 are: 
P20 — In ->«4 
P2I "18 — " 7 —LYI — " 4 —。 4 — — � 2 
with 
= [ 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 " 
M,, =[0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 " 
Since M is non-singular, all XS can be solved. 
2.4 Single-fault localization 
Besides solving the impairment variables in networks, a non-singular probing matrix 
M can also be used to locate any single-fault in the network. Whenever a failure 
occurs at a node or a link, we assume that the node or the link blocks all channels 
that pass through it. 
To locate the fault, we regard each impairment variable xj as a fault indictor 
such that Xj is 1 if there is a failure in the corresponding node or link, otherwise, xj is 
0. If the 产 probing channel is received at the monitoring module, we can conclude 
that all nodes and links in the path of the 产 probing channel do not experience any 
fault. Recall equation (2.2 )， 
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y - Mx 
where Y = \YI Y2 YS 少 " ] 丁 ， Y T becomes a loss-of-signal indictor of the 产 probing 
channel, yi is 0 if and only if there is no fault along the path of the 产 probing channel, 
otherwise, yt > 0. However, we can only set y^  = 1 whenever the 产 probing channel is 
lost because we cannot distinguish whether there is a single-fault or multiple-fault 
along the paths. So, all components in y are either 1 or 0. For any given resultant y, 
by equation ( 2.2 )，we can solve x. But x is valid if only if all components in x are 
either 1 or 0. 
Fortunately, for a any single-fault the, i.e., only one component in jc, say jc,，is 1， 
the resultant y equals to the 产 column vector in M which contains components 
equals to 0 or 1 only. Thus, we can locate the any single fault. 
2.5 Conclusion 
In this chapter, we presented a novel algebraic approach of monitoring optical 
impairments in both un-directional nodes and links. In the first part of this chapter, 
we analyzed two-link-connected networks. We proved that two monitoring modules 
are necessary and sufficient to support our monitoring scheme in two-link-connected 
network so that we can derive all the impairments induced in the nodes and links. 
In the second part, we analyzed tree networks. We proved that, for every node 
that becomes a leaf node after removal of all leave nodes in the original network, 
installing a monitoring module at it is necessary and sufficient to support our probing 
scheme. 
In this third part, we analyzed general networks with bridges. We first transform 
the network to a network that contains a number of two-link-connected networks 
which are connected by bridges in the original network. Then we applied the results 
from the two previous two parts to develop the probing scheme for the network. We 
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illustrated the applications of the theorems by an example. 
In the last part, we presented the fault-localization ability of our proposed 
probing scheme. 
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Chapter 3 Monitoring of 
Linearly Accumulated Impairments 
in Directional Links 
3.1 Introduction 
In Chapter 2，we have presented an algebraic approach of monitoring linearly 
accumulated impairment of nodes and un-directional links. The model used in 
Chapter 2 is suitable for monitoring some kinds of optical impairments such as PMD 
monitoring because impairments induced on nodes cannot be neglected. On the other 
hand, for example, in monitoring OSNR, the degradation is mainly comes from the 
high-gain optical amplifiers along the links rather than the components at nodes. 
Moreover, for channels that pass through a link in different directions, they are 
amplified by separate amplifiers. In monitoring of such kinds of optical impairments, 
we only need to consider the impairments on links but the impairments for a link is 
directional, i.e., when the link is passed through in different directions, the induced 
impairments for these directions are independent. In this chapter, we provide another 
model to consider impairments in directional links. 
3.2 Problem formulation 
We model the AONs as a simple connected graph and make the following 
assumptions: 
(i) Every link supports bi-directional communication. Since two separate sets of 
optical devices may be used for both directions, the impairments induced in 
these two directions are independent. Therefore two impairment variables are 
assigned to each link. 
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(ii) Optical impairments are induced in the transmission links only. 
(iii) We can inject a set of probing channels for monitoring. 
(iv) A probing channel passing through a node or a link more than once is not 
allowed. 
(V) If a probing channel is routed through a node n in its path, it cannot be 
terminated at n. But probing channels from n to itself through a ring path are 
allowed. 
(vi) Monitoring module can monitor and distinguish different probing channels 
that are terminated at it. 
(vii) Impairments levels of links are constant over the whole monitoring period. 
In this model, we limited our focus to impairments that mainly induced in links. The 
node architecture and the placement of monitoring module are the same as in Figure 
2.1. The only difference is that we ignore the influence of routing processes and do 
not assign it with any impairment variable. 
Let E be the number of links in the network, we have N = IE impairment 
variables, labelled by xj for j e [1，TV]，to represent the impairment levels induced in 
both directions of all links. Let Ij be the link associated with the impairment variable 
Xj. Indeed, that link is assigned with two impairment variables xj and Xj, for two 
opposite directions. When the link is denoted by Ij (resp. l」）, it means that the link is 
passed through in the direction with impairment variable xj (resp. xj). 
We can express the accumulated impairment of the 产 channel that passes 
through K hops /；, H, I3,…，K by 
•V/ =_^1+义2+"^3+...+•^尤 ( 3 . 1 ) 
where yi is the 0PM measurement result of the 产 channel. We can also express the 
equations in a probing matrix M\. 
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y = Mx (3 .2 ) 
where y = \y1y2y3 ...少丁，Entry my = 1 if the 产 probing channel passes through the 
link Ij, otherwise, m" = 0; and x = [x] X2 X3 ... x ^ f . To compare with the analysis in 
Chapter 3Chapter 2，we use the same sample network as Figure 2.4 for reference. 
C3 X x^  -x^ Q . Impairments CXI 
/ ‘ links 
^ ^ C1-C3 ： 3 probing channels 
Z 9 � • Node with 
” Z ^ • monitoring module 
- • � 2 M  
Figure 3.1. Sample network with 1 monitoring module. Nodes with monitoring 
module are shaded in grey colour. 
Where 
'0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 " 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 M = 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
In order to solve x, M should be non-singular. 
In the above example, all probing channels are terminated at the monitoring 
modules. In our analysis, we assume that the node with monitoring module either 
terminates and monitors the incoming probing channels or let the channels pass 
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through it without monitoring. If a probing channel is allowed to be tapped-off for 
monitoring, we can logically divide it into several probing channels at the points of 
monitoring modules so that each of them are logically terminated at the monitoring 
module. For example, the accumulated impairment of the probing channel c in 
Figure 3.2 is originally measured at the monitoring modules along its path without 
termination. By logically break down c at the point of monitoring modules, we obtain 




Figure 3.2. Break down of probing channel at monitoring modules. 
3.3 Feasibility analysis 
To design a probing scheme, we should first analyze the existence of probing scheme 
for a given network and monitoring module locations. We claim the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 7. For a given network and monitoring module locations, a probing 
scheme exists if and only if, for each xj, there is a path from the link Ij to a node with 
monitoring module. 
Proof of "only if’ part: Suppose a probing scheme exists. Obviously, in order 
to solve xj, there should be at least one probing channel passing through /,. Moreover, 
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it is not meaningful to have probing channels terminated at a node without 
monitoring module as we lose all impairment information of the path between the 
last monitoring module and the termination node. Therefore probing channels should 
be terminated and monitored at a node with monitoring module. Let the path of the 
probing channel that passes through /； be p. The path stated in Theorem 7，can be 
obtained by removing the links from the beginning o f p until Ij. 
Proof of "if" part: For each 心，there should be a non-empty set of paths that 
contains Ij and terminates at nodes with monitoring modules. Since the set is not 
empty, we can always choose a path pj from the set such that the length of pj is 
minimum. It is worth to notice that Ij is always the first hop in pj. Figure 3.3 shows 
the shortest path for /；, I2, I5, K- Since PS should take K as the first hop and but the 
termination node of k does not installed with monitoring module, it should take more 
hops to arrive the monitoring module for monitoring. Altogether these shortest paths 
{PI,P2’PH ...’PN) for all IJ, we obtain a set ofNpaths. We are going to show that {P/， 
P2y p3, pn] meet the requirement of probing channels, i.e., if we send a set of 
probing channels {c/，q，cj,…，c"} along {/?；, p2, ps, ...，PN} respectively, the 
corresponding probing matrix M is non-singular. 
•^IQ-^) 
尝 Q 
Figure 3.3. Shortest paths for /；, I2,15 and K. 
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Let Length(pi) be the length of p!. We first re-order the labelling of Ij so that the 
Length(pi) < Length(p2) < Lengthfps) < ... Length(pN). Let Ui be the row vector forpi 
in M, i.e., M = [ « / uj w / ... «；/]丁. We prove that AT! exist by proving that m,. is 
linearly independent to {«；, •"，W/-；} for i G [1, N]. The statement is trivially 
true for / = 1. Assume that the statement is true for i = k. Suppose e [1, k] such 
that pj contains 4+；. Since the first hop of pj is Ij ^ 4+/, we can shorten pj to py") by 
removing its first hop so that p f ^ also contains k+i and terminates at a monitoring 
module. Since the Length(pj) < Length(pk+!)’ Length(pj'^) < Length(pk+i). This 
contradicts that pk+j is the shortest path that contains k+i to monitoring module. So, 
{PhP2,P3, "-^Pk} do not pass through 4+； and the Aj+I^ *^  component of {«；, U2, 
Uk} should be 0. On the other hand, the component of Uk+i = 1 because the first 
hop ofpk+] is k+i. This implies that {«；, U2, uj, ."，Uk+i} are linearly independent. By 
induction, {«；, 1/2, . . are linearly independent. 
3.4 Probing scheme 
3.4.1 Two-link-connected networks 
In this section, we will discuss about the feasibility of monitoring a 
two-link-connected network by only one monitoring module and its optimal 
location. 
3.4.1.1 Probing scheme with only one monitoring module 
In a two-link-connected network, we need to remove at least two links in order to 
disconnect any two nodes. Due to this feature, we can derive the impairment variable 
of every link in two-link-connected network by a single monitoring module. 
Theorem 8. Probing scheme exists for a network with only one monitoring 
module if and only if the network is two-link connected. 
Proof of "if’ part By Theorem 7，probing scheme exists if pj, a shortest path 
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that contains Ij to a monitoring module, exists for all 1� .Le t a be the node with 
monitoring module and p be the destination node of 1� .S ince the network is 
two-link-connected, the network remains connected after removing the Ij. So, there 
should be paths from P io a after the link removal. Among these paths, we can 
always find the shortest one. pj is formed by cascading the Ij to this shortest path 
Proof of "only if" part Network which is not two-link-connected should have 
at least one bridge. Consider a network with a bridge k. Suppose there is a probing 
scheme for the network that requires only one monitoring module. Let a, p and / b e 
the node with monitoring module, destination node of lb and destination node of Ijy. 
By removing the network is disconnected into two separate sub-networks (7/办） 
and GR(b) such that one of p and y is located at C ? / �a n d the other one is located at 
GR(b). Without loss of generality, assume that a and p are located at G/扮 and y is 
located at G/^^. It is worth to notice that, for every path from ^to any node in 
the path should contains h since h is a bridge. From Theorem 7，there should be a 
path pb�contains lb', to a without link repetition. Note that pb, should arrive ；^ after 
the first hop. However, all paths from / to a should contain implies that pb 
contains both k and k-. Since k and k- are single-hop paths that pass through the 
same physical link, pb，is link repeated which is a contradiction. 
From the Proof of "only if" part, we have the following corollary. 
Corollary 2. For every bridge 4 of a network, two sub-network G/均 and GR(B) 
disconnected by the removal of k should contain some nodes with monitoring 
modules in each of them. 
3.4.1.2 Optimal location 
In previous section, we have shown that a single monitoring module is enough to 
monitor any two-link-connected network and the location of the monitoring module 
can be arbitrary. However, it is always desirable to minimize the maximum length of 
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probing channels in order to minimize the network resources for probing. In this 
section, we present an iterative approach to locate the optical location of monitoring 
module for two-link-connected network and find out its corresponding maximum 
length of probing channels. 
We have proved that only one monitoring module is enough to monitor any 
two-link-connected network. Suppose the monitoring module installed at a node n 
with degree d. It can monitor all probing channels that take its incoming incident 
links /„/，ln2, ln3, kd as the last hop. On the other hand, a probing channel from k 
can be monitored only if k is accessible to one of the /„/，1„2’ Ins, ...，kd- In order to 
minimize the maximum length of probing channels, we should find a pj, for each j, 
such that Pj is the shortest path from /； to one of the /„2, ks, ...，Ind- The probing 
channels are sent through these paths. The maximum length of probing channel is the 
maximum length among all these shortest paths. We can find out the maximum 
length for each choice of locations of the monitoring module by the following steps: 
(i) Create an NxN adjacency matrix A for links. Let a^ be the entry of the 产 row 
and / h column, ay equals to 1 if the destination node of /, is the same as the 
source node of Ij, i.e., /, is the incident link pointing in to a node and Ij is 
another incident link point out of the same node, otherwise, a,) equals to 0. 
(ii) Let A^ = A. Let v,- be the 产 column vector in A\ Initialize an Nx\ column 
vector V by V = v„/+v„2+v„5+.. Initialize an iteration number k=\. 
(iii) If all components except the nS^ ,^ ...， c o m p o n e n t in v are not 
equal to zero, go to step (vii). 
(iv) Update/4,by/l , = 广 
(v) Mask A^ by the rule: set a” = 0 if /, and Ij is the same physical link. Update k 
by k = k+\. Also update v by v = v+v„/+v„2+v„j+.. according to the new 
A* after masking. 
(vi) Go to step (iii). 
(vii) Stop the procedure and the maximum length of probing channels is A:+l. 
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In step (ii), we set v = V;+V2+V5+, ..., v</ to consider accessibility of all links to n in 
two hops. Step (iii) checks whether all links, other than the incident links, can arrive 
n within hops. In step (iv), we update A^ in order to find out the accessibility of 
links after k+2 hops. In step (v), we mask A' in order to ignore the paths with 
repeated links. And then in step (v), we update v to include the paths with k+2 hops 
to n. 
We use as an example to illustrate the procedure clearly. 
Figure 3.4. Sample network for illustrating the procedure in finding the optimal 
location. 
The node n is shaded in grey colour, d equals to 3 and nl, n2, nS equal to 5，8，9. 
In the ist iteration，4，= j 
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"0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0" 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
‘ = 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 
0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
v = [l 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0] 丁. No change after masking. 
In 2nd iteration，1 = 4^2 . 
" 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 " 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 
1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ^ f = 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 
No change after masking, v = [2 1 1 2 0 1 1 0 0 2]丁. Since only the 5出，a n d 9出 
component equal to zero, the procedure stops and we conclude that the maximum 
length is A: = 2+1 =3 . 
In order to present the masking in step (v), we iterate once more. But we should 
emphasis that the procedure should be terminated at the iteration and the 
iteration is only for demonstration of masking step. 
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In 3rd iteration，/1，= /^3 
"i 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 r 
0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 
0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 
0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 
_0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 2_ 
To avoid link repetition, we should mask A* with the following matrix Mask by 
entry-wise multiplication. • 
'0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 r 
0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 
Mask -
1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 
and after masking, 
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' 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1" 
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 
， = 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 
0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 
To decide the optimal location of the monitoring module, we should calculate v for 
all nodes in the network. Note that the update of A' and masking is the same for all 
nodes. It is worth to notice that the procedure should be terminated after some 
iterations since it is proved that probing scheme exists for two-link-connected 
network with single monitoring module. 
3.4.2 Tree networks 
In a tree network, all links are bridges. From Theorem 8, we can conclude that 
multiple monitoring modules should be used to monitor the whole tree network. 
Besides, we claim the following theorem. 
Theorem 9. Probing scheme exists for a tree network if and only if all the 
leave nodes are installed with monitoring modules. 
Proof of "only if" part: By Corollary 2 and considering the only incident link 
of a leaf node as bridge /z,, either G广 or GR^ should contain the leaf node only. 
Thus, every leaf node should be installed with a monitoring module. 
Proof of "if" part'. Removal of any link 4 will disconnect the network into two 
tree sub-network GL^ and Define p and / as the destination node o f a n d k ' 
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that are located at Gl^ and GP respectively. Since both Gl^ and Gl^ contain 
some leave nodes of the original tree, there should be a unique path p from y^to a leaf 
node ai in G,) and a unique path p ‘ from ^to leaf node ccr in Gr^K Without loss of 
generality, assume that p and p ‘ are the shortest paths from p and ； t^o a leaf node in 
GIFB) and GR� respectively. Define PB and PY be the paths obtained by cascading H 
and top and/?'respectively. With thesepb andpb' for all link k in the original tree, 
we have a set of N paths that fulfil the requirement in Theorem 7，thus Theorem 9 is 
proved. 
3.4.3 Networks with bridges 
From Theorem 8, we conclude that we should use multiple monitoring modules to 
monitor network with bridges. We also showed that leave nodes in tree network 
should be installed with monitoring modules. In the analysis of general network with 
bridges G, we first transform the network to a tree-like structure as in section 2.3.3. 
We use the same notations as in section 2.3.3 in the following proofs. 
Theorem 10. Probing scheme exists for G if and only if, for every G, such that 
ni(B) is a leaf node in Gb, there is a monitoring module installed at an arbitrary node 
in Gi. 
Proof of "only if" part Suppose nieJB) is a leaf node in GB. There should be 
only one link 4 connect Gieaf to other nodes in G. Thus lb is a bridge in G. By 
Corollary 2, Gieaf should contain at least one monitoring module. 
Proof of "if" part. By Theorem 8, if nieaj^^ is a leaf node in Gb’ we can solve 
all impairment variables in Gieaf by installing a monitoring module at an arbitrary 
node a in Gieaf. 
Moreover, the nieJB) should have only one incident link /,„ in GB. In a 
micro-view, /,„ should be connected to a node in Gieaf. As Gieaf is a connected 
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network, there should be a path pi from to a. For a node «/均 in Gb, there is a 
unique path from n!^) to niej^) since GB is a tree network. Let lout be incident link of 
n!B) such that kut is the first hop of the path from «/均 to niea广 and riout be the node in 
Gi such that Uout is directly connected to the lout. Since G is a connected network, 
there should be a path p2 from riout to Let p be path formed by cascading ps to p2 
and c be the probing channel along p. It is worth to notice that there is no link 
repetition in p. As c is terminated at a, the accumulated impairment can be monitored 
by a. Actually riout is logically installed with a monitoring module for links in Gi. It is 
because that, for every probing channel c, that only passes through links in G, and 
terminated at «。„,，we can derive the accumulated impairment in c, by 
Im pairm en t {c.) = Im pairm en t ) - Im pairm ent{c) ( 3.3 ) 
where Ccascade is a probing channel formed by cascading c/ to c by forwarding c,- to a 
at riout through p. From Theorem 8, we can solve all impairment variables in Gi by 
this logical monitoring module at riout. Up to this point, all xj, except those associated 
with links in B, can be solved. So, In GB, if there is a probing channel that passes 
through a node it will experience some impairments as there are links in Gi. 
However, all impairment variables in G, are solved, we can regard impairments 
induced in as null. Then we can apply Theorem 9 to GB to solve all the 
impairment variables associated with bridges. Thus Theorem 10 is proved. 
3.4.4 Illustrative example 
We show the application of the theorems by an illustrative example in this section. 
Figure 3.5 show the network used in our illustrative example. 
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M M 
Figure 3.5. Illustrative network G. 
Since the network in Figure 3.5 has bridges, we need to first find out all the bridges 
to form an abstracted version of the network GB as described in section 3.4.3. 
Figure 3.6. Break down of G by removal of bridges. 
Figure 3.6 shows the G after the removal of the set of bridges B = {/5=/^, l9=lio, 
Ii3=114�. The network is broken down into 4 connected sub-network G；, G2, G3 and 
G4. The sets of links of Gj, G2, G3 and G4 are {!尸!2’ 15=16, I尸k), {灼，{<!>} and 
{11 尸112, li5二I16, //7=//5} respectively. Note that all Gy, G2’ G3 and G4 are 
two-link-connected network which matches the result of Lemma 8. 
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\，i 卜。 
Figure 3.7. GB for G 
Figure 3.7 shows the GB for G. Also, it is a tree network which matches the result 
from Lemma 7. 
From Theorem 10, we know that we should place a monitoring module at every 
Gi for i = {1, 2, 3}. For G2 and G3, they are single-node networks, so the locations of 
the monitoring modules are fixed. For G], Theorem 10 tells us that we can place the 
monitoring modules at an arbitrary node. However, we can find an optimal location 
of the monitoring module in order to minimize the maximum length of probing 
channels inside G/. Fortunately, G； is a ring network, placing the monitoring module 
at any node give the same maximum length that equals to 3. Considering the global 
maximum length of probing channels, we decide to place the monitoring module at 
the node in G； that is connected to the bridge 13=14. 
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Figure 3.8. G installed with necessary monitoring modules. Nodes with 
monitoring modules are shaded with grey colour. 
After the decision of locations of monitoring modules, we need to find out the 
probing channels. We first consider the links in GI, G2 and G3 as 均 and N严 
are leave nodes in GB. For G2 and Gj, there is no link need to be monitored. For GI, 
we need to find out the shortest paths pi, p2, ps, P6, p? and ps that take /；, h, I5, h, h 
and k as the first hop respectively and terminated at the node with monitoring 




Let {«；, «2, Us, U6, uy, Us} be the row vector in probing matrix M correspond to {cy, 
C2, C5, C6, C7, Cs} respectively. 
=[1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0' 
«2= [0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0' 
« 3 = [ 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0' 
M, =[1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ' ' 
1/7 = [ 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Mg= [0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0' 
Then we consider G4, Since «/均 is not a leaf node, there is no monitoring 
module. But there should be a path from nJB) to another leaf node, say «2*^」，in GB. 
According to Theorem 10, we should find out «,„，riout, Pi and p2. Since G2 is a 
single-node network, ？i,” is the only node and p j is a zero hop path, riout is the node in 
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G4 connected with the bridge l9=lio and P2 = I9. Up to this point, we can think that RIOUT 
is installed with a logical monitoring module. We need to find out the shortest paths 
p", P]2, PI5, Pj6, Pj7 and pis that take /"，I12, hs, I16, In and lis as the first hop, 
respectively, and are routed at riout to through p. 
Pu "11 —“s 
PN.'LN—H 
P16 "16 — — /9 . 
；?丨7 : / l 7 ">/丨5 — /丨2 
Pis • ^18 19 
P 'I9 
Let {«//，«/2, ui5, U16, U]7, U18, u} be the row vector in probing matrix M correspond 
to {cj/，cj2, C]5, cj6，cj7, Cjs, c} respectively where c is probing channel along p. 
=[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 r 
2 = [ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
M,5 = [ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 " 
« „ = [ o o o o o o o o i 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 o r . 
= [ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 " 
I I ,8 = [ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1' 
« = [0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0' 
Finally, we consider the bridges in B. The first hop of paths p3, pg and pu should 
be I3, I9 and I13 respectively. They arrives nodes with monitoring modules after the 
first hop. For p4 and pi4, the first hop should be U and I14. They all arrives nodes in 
G4. Since Uoui is logically installed with monitoring module, they are all routed to riout 
by the shortest path and then forwarded to through p. For pio, it cannot be routed 
to riin through p because of the violation of link repetition. However, by a similar 
manner, the node in G4 with incident link Ii3=li4 is logically installed with monitoring 
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module by including a probing channel c' along the path p'\ In to a node with 





P\o ’ ho — hz . 
Pn "13 
Pu '^14 
Let {us, U4, U9, ujo, ui3, w/4，�,} be the row vector in probing matrix M correspond to 
{Cj，C4, cp, C/O, c/3, ci4,c'] respectively. 
«3= [0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0' 
[0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ii9= [0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0' 
«丨0= [0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0:. 
«J3= [0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0' 
w,4 =[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0' 
= [0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Note that 1/9 = u. Although we have totally 19 distinct row vectors in M, we have 
only totally N = impairment variables. So, the ranks of M should be 18. We can 
always remove a linearly dependent row vectors in M to reduce M to an NxN = 
T T T 18x18 non-singular matrix. For example, 11，can be removed, i.e., M = [«； ui U3 
丁 « 5 T 丁 T Mj T 以 9 丁 狄 T «；； 丁 以“T ^ ^^  T 以 以 T 以” T ^^ ^ T ^^ ^ T 以^及 T]T -g 
non-singular. 
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3.5 Reliability and fault localization 
We have presented a novel approach to derive the impairments on all links in a 
network. However, the locations of monitoring module always depend on the 
network topology. This makes the probing scheme sensitive to failures in the network. 
For example, we have shown that a single monitoring module is enough to monitor 
any two-link-connected network. If a failure occurs at the only node with the 
monitoring module, the whole probing scheme fails, we cannot monitor any link in 
the network. 
It is always desirable to monitor all the living links. In this section, we present 
the locations of monitoring modules that is necessary to provide robustness to fixed 
number of nodes and links failures. In addition to solving the impairment variables 
on living links, we are also able to locate the failures. 
3.5.1 /^h_order probing scheme 
If a probing scheme is robust up to F failures, we say that the probing scheme is an 
/^h_order probing scheme. These F failures include failures in nodes and Fi 
failures in links such that < F. Failures in both Ij and Ij, only account for single 
failure because they are the same physical link. In our analysis, failures in links mean 
that no channel can passes through the links. Failures in nodes mean that no channel 
can be received, routed or sent by the nodes. Therefore, failure in a node means 
failures in its all incident links. When a failure occurs at a node or a link, it is 
equivalent to the removal of the failed node together with its all incident links or the 
failed link in the network respectively. 
We claim the following theorem. 
Theorem 11. /^^-order probing scheme exists if and only if, for any and F/ 
satisfy F„+F/ = F, monitoring modules are installed at some nodes such that after the 
removal of any nodes and any F/+1 links, every remained node is accessible to at 
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least one node with monitoring module. Note that a node with monitoring module is 
always regarded as accessible to a node with monitoring module. 
Different from Theorem 8，Theorem 9 and Theorem 10, Theorem 11 does not 
explicitly tell us the locations of monitoring modules. The method of finding the 
locations is presented in next section. 
Proof of "only if" part. Suppose we have an /^''-order probing scheme. We 
first show that, for any F„ and Fi satisfy F„+F/ = F, after the removal of nodes and 
F/+1 links, every isolated node should be installed with monitoring module. 
After the removal, if is an isolated node, the degree of p, say d, should not 
greater than F/+l< F+1. When considering only d-\ < F failures occurred at d-\ 
incident links of p, there should be an impairment variable of the remained incident 
link that is associated with the direction pointing into p that needs to be monitored. 
However, since P becomes an end node after the removal of failed links, this 
impairment variable cannot be solved if there is no monitoring module at p. This 
contradict the existence ofF'^-order probing scheme. 
We further divide the proof into two steps. 
Step 1: If there is a node p not able to access any node with monitoring module 
after the removal of failed nodes and F/ links, it should be located at a connected 
sub-network without any node installed with monitoring modules. All the 
impairment variables of links cannot be solved. This contradicts the existence of 
i^^-order probing scheme. Thus, this sub-network should contain some nodes with 
monitoring modules. 
Step 2: We need to remove one more link from the sub-network in order to 
prove the theorem. If the link that we removed is not a bridge, the sub-network is 
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Still connected and every node can access some nodes with monitoring modules. 
Suppose we removed a bridge k. The removal of h further disconnects the 
sub-network into two sub-network GL(B) and G/均.From Corollary 2 some nodes in 
GL(b) and some nodes in G") should be installed with monitoring module. So, every 
node, no matter it is located at GL(B) or G/均，is accessible to monitoring module after 
the removal of any Fn nodes and Fj+\ links. 
Proof of "if" part": For every let p be the destination node of Ij. If P is 
installed with monitoring module, xj is monitored by sending a single-hop probing 
channel cj through Ij to p. Suppose there is no monitoring module at p. Since every 
node, including p, can access monitoring modules after the removal of any F„ failed 
nodes and any F/ links together with /)，we can conclude that, before the removal of 
failed nodes and links, there are F+1 disjoint paths, i.e. paths without common nodes 
and links, from pXo F+\ different nodes with monitoring modules. And these disjoint 
paths do not contain Ij. Let p � �p ,p � ,…， p (阳 ) b e these paths. Let /?/"’ p f ) ’ p j 
�,...,pj(F女 1) be the path formed by cascading Ij to//"’p^’/?⑶，…，广).Whenever 
F failures occur, at least one of the paths p � ,p � ,p � ) , .",p (阳)remains connected. 
Suppose Ij is a living link and p f ) remains connected after the failures, we send out a 
probing channel c f ) through p f ) and a probing channel (：…through p�.xj can be 
solved by 
X J = Impairm ent pairm ent {c^j ^). ( 3.4) 
It is because that we do not know which p f ) remains connected after failures, we 
need to send out all c ^ and all cP). So, we need 2{F+\) probing channels to solve one 
impairment variables. 
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3.5.2 Locations of monitoring modules for i^^-order probing 
scheme 
Let V and E be the number of nodes and links in the whole network. Let F„ and Fi be 
the number of failures occur at nodes and links respectively. To prepare for the 
occurrence of maximum number of failures, we set Fn+Fi=F. There are totally 
different combinations of F„ and Fi satisfy F„+F尸F. For a fix (F„，Fi) pairs, there are 
totally vCfn^ECfi different forms of failures. So, for a fix (F„, Fi), if we remove F„ 
nodes and F/+1 links in the network from the network, there are at most 
(E-Fi)xyCFn^ECFi different forms of removal. Under any form of removal of F„ 
nodes and F/+1 links, the network will be disconnected into a set of sub-networks 
{Gj} such that Gj is connected. From Theorem 11, we know that, for all R different 
forms of removal of nodes and links, {Gj} for any specific form of removal should 
contain at least one monitoring module in each G,. Where 
< Z [E -FIMVCF„XECF) ( 3 . 5 ) 
Different forms of removal are ordered from the to the R'^  form of removal. 
Let Si be the statement "Under the 产 form of removal, every remained node is 
accessible to at least one node with monitoring module. 
” To have an i ^ % r d e r 
probing scheme, we require S = TRUE where 
S =S, nS^ n S , ( 3 . 6 ) 
and n is a Boolean AND operator. Suppose, under the 产 form of removal, the 
network in disconnected into V(i) sub-networks which are labelled from G(i’i) to 
G(i,y(i)). For each j g [1, V(i)], let S(ij) be the statement “G(ij) has a least one 
monitoring module". So, 
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Suppose G(ij) contains V(i,j) nodes labelled from n(ijj) to n(i丄 v(ij). For each k e [1， 
V(i,j)], let S“j,k) be the statement “n(ij,k) is installed with monitoring module". So, 
* ^ ( ' . j ) = * ^ ( ' \ / ’ I ) u � J , 2 ) U < ^ ( , \ / , 3 ) U � U � J " , ’ 7 ) ) ( 3 . 8 ) 
and u is a Boolean OR operator. From ( 3.6 )，( 3.7 ) and ( 3.8 )， 
R vmvuj) “rifl u （3.9) 
i =1 j =1 k =1 
So, S is expressed in the form of "product of sum，，. By expanding ( 3.9 )，we can 
express S in form of "sum of product". F^^-order probing scheme exists if and only if 
S is TRUE and S is TRUE if and only if one of the product terms after expansion is 
TRUE. In order to minimize the number of monitoring modules, we should choose 
the product term with least S(ij’k) in it and set it to TRUE by installing monitoring 
modules at the corresponding nodes. 
3.5.3 Fault localization in i^^-order probing scheme 
With an i^^-order probing scheme, we can monitor all impairment variables of all 
living links, i.e., for any unsolved Xp link Ij should experience failure. We can receive 
probing channels, called living probing channels, that pass through only living the 
nodes and living links. If the number of failure is less than or equals to F and the 
probing scheme is an i^'^-order probing scheme, any living links should be included 
in some living probing channels, otherwise, the impairment variable for it cannot be 
solved. Therefore the union of xj, called Ux, represents the set of living links Ip i.e., Ij 
is living if and only if XJ G UX. SO, we can locate all the failures by an 7^^-order 
probing scheme if the number of failure is less than or equal to F. 
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3.6 Conclusion 
In this chapter, we applied our novel algebraic approach of monitoring in networks 
with directional link impairments. In the first part of this chapter, we analyzed 
two-link-connected networks. We proved that a single monitoring module is 
sufficient to support our monitoring scheme. Moreover, we proved that using only 
one monitoring module to derive the all impairment variables is feasible only if the 
network is two-link-connected. 
In the second part, we analyzed tree networks. We proved that installing a 
monitoring module at every node is necessary and sufficient to support our probing 
scheme. 
In this third part, we analyzed general networks with bridges. We first transform 
the network by the same manner in Chapter 2. Then we applied the results from the 
two previous two parts to develop the probing scheme for the network. We also 
illustrated the applications of the theorems by an example. 
In the last part, we introduced an F fault-robust probing scheme, called 
probing scheme. With an i^^^-order probing scheme we are able to derive 
the impairment variables for all "living" links after totally F faults occur in nodes 
and links. The fault - localization ability of i^^-order probing scheme is also 
presented. 
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Chapter 4 Other Models 
4.1 Introduction 
In the previous two chapters, we have analyzed the minimum number of monitoring 
modules that is required to derive the impairment variables in the network under two 
different models. The corresponding locations and probing schemes are also 
presented. According to the impairment variables for the node and links, network can 
be modelled as six different models, in which two of them are presented in the 
previous two chapters. We present the other four in this chapter. 
4.2 Models 
Models are first classified into two types: E type and EN type for models without and 
with impairment variables for nodes respectively. For E type, models are further 
classified into El and E2: 
(i) El : link impairments induced in opposite directions are the SAME. Only one 
impairment variable is assigned to a link. 
(ii) E2: link impairments induced in opposite directions are DIFFERENT. Two 
impairment variables are assigned to a link. 
For EN type, models are classified into the following four models: 
(i) ENl: node impairments induced are the SAME for different I/O pair and 
link impairments induced in opposite directions are the SAME. So, one 
impairment variable is assigned to a node and one impairment variable is 
assigned to a link. 
(ii) EN2: node impairments induced are the SAME for different I/O pair and 
link impairments induced in opposite directions are the DIFFERENT. So, one 
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impairment variable is assigned to a node and two impairment variables are 
assigned to a link. 
(iii) EN3: node impairments induced are the DIFFERENT for different I/O pair 
and link impairments induced in opposite directions are the SAME. So, for a 
node with degree d, dx{d-\) impairment variables are assigned to a node and 
one impairment variable is assigned to a link. 
(iv) EN4: node impairments induced are the DIFFERENT for different I/O pair 
and link impairments induced in opposite directions are the DIFFERENT. So, 
for a node with degree d, dx{d-\) impairment variables are assigned to a node 
and two impairment variables are assigned to a link. 
I 
E2 and ENl are studied in the previous two chapters. We will show that, under El , 
one monitoring module is enough to derive all impairment variables in the network. 
For EN2 to EN4, we will only present the necessary locations of monitoring 
modules. 
4.3 Probing scheme for El 
Under El , only link impairment variables are considered. It is worth to notice that 
finding a probing scheme in El is a sub-problem of finding a probing scheme in E2. 
We can apply all probing schemes in Chapter 3 to networks under model El . From 
Theorem 8, we knows that a single monitoring module in enough only for 
two-link-connected network under E2. However, in El , we can do better. 
Theorem 12. Under model El , one single monitoring module, located at an 
arbitrary node, is enough to derive all impairment variables in any network. 
Proof: Suppose the monitoring module is located at the node a. As a 
connected network, every node n should have a path from n to a. For all of these 
paths, we only consider the shortest path for each n to a. For each link •，let nj and 
be the nodes directly connected to it and Xj be the impairment variable for it. There 
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should be shortest paths p '； and p '2 from rij and «2 to a respectively. Without loss of 
generality, let p '2 be the shortest one of them. Let pj be the path I 卢 ’ 2 . pj should 
be the shortest path that pass through Ij and terminated at a. Altogether these shortest 
paths {pi, p2, P3, ..., pn} for all Ij, we obtain a set of N paths. We are going to prove 
that {pi, P2, P3, PN] meet the requirement of probing channels, i.e., if we send a 
set of probing channels { c / , q , c j , ...，CN} along {PJ,P2,P3, •••,PN} respectively, the 
corresponding probing matrix M is non-singular. 
We first re-order the labelling of Ij so that the Length(p]) < Length(p2) 
<Length(p3) < ... Length(pN). Let m/be the row vector forpi i n M . We prove that AT^ 
exist by proving that ui is linearly independent to {«；, U2, wj，.. •，«/_；} for i e [1，N]. 
The statement is trivially true for / = 1. Assume that the statement is true for i = k. 
Suppose 3j e [1，k] such that pj passes through k+i. So, pj contains k+i. Since the 
first hop of Pj is 1 �^ k+i, we can shorten pj to p}” by removing its first hop such that 
Pj”) also contains k+i and is terminated at a. Since the Length(pj) < Length(pk+i), 
Length(pj丨”)< Length(pk+i). This contradicts that pk+i is the shortest path that 
contains k+i to a. So, {p“ p2, ps, ...，Pk} do not pass through k+j and the 
component of { «； , U2, « j， . . .， s h o u l d be 0. On the other hand, the 
component of Uk+i is equal to 1 because the first hop of p^ t+y is Ik+i- This implies that 
{«/, U2, U3, ...，Uk+i} are linearly independent. By induction, {uj, U2, wj, u^} are 
linearly independent. 
4.4 Necessary locations of monitoring modules for EN2, 
EN3 and EN4 
There are more impairment variables in EN2, EN3 and EN4 than that in ENl. It is 
not surprised that, for a same network, we need more monitoring modules under EN2 
to EN4 than that under ENl. In this section, we consider how the rank of M , in 
Lemma 1 limits the destination position of probing channels. Since monitoring 
modules should be placed at the destination node of each probing channels, the 
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results impose limits on monitoring module placement together with monitoring 
module number. Monitoring modules are assumed to be installed at input ports of 
nodes rather than at nodes in order to distinguish the difference in necessary 
locations of monitoring modules under EN2 to EN4 more clearly. 
Before the proofs, we first state the notations that we used: 
N - number of impairment variables 
Xi - the impairment variables 
M - p r o b i n g matrix 
AT - a matrix defined as in Lemma 1 
Ui -产 row vector in probing matrix M 
W- a set of Xi such that xi e W\i and only if M，contains the 产 column vector in M 
K - the cardinality of | W\, i.e. the number of elements in W 
u 'i - the 产 row vector in M' 
ej-alxKunit row vector with only t h e c o m p o n e n t equal to 1 
rank(-) - rank of a matrix 
For each of EN2, EN3 and EN4, we have one theorem for it about the locations 
of monitoring modules. 
Theorem 13. In order to make rank(M) equal to N under EN2, every node n in 
the network needs to be the destination node of at least one probing channel. 
Proof: We divide the proof into three cases for nodes with different degree d. 
Case I: d= I. The proof is trivial. Since the input link of n should be included 
in some probing channels, n should be the destination node of these probing 
channels. 
Case 2: d = 2. Without loss of generality, let x/，X2, xj, X4 and xs be the link 
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impairment variables for the two input links, two output links and n respectively. 
Figure 4.1 shows the labelling. Let W= {x], X2, X3, X4, xj}. Suppose we only use all 
possible paths that pass through n as probing channels and rank(Af) equals to N. By 
Lemma 1, rank(M，) should equals to 5. However, there are only two distinct 
non-zero vectors « � = [1 0 0 1 1] and u'2 = [0 1 1 0 1] in M\ So, rank(M,) only 
equals to 2 which is a contradiction. Since d = 2 and we need to add three more 
probing channels that are sent or terminated by n through its two incident links, n 
should be the source and destination node of at least one of these three probing 
channels. 
X3 ^ ^ X4 
Figure 4.1. Anode with degree 2 and corresponding impairment variables labelling. 
Case 3: 3. 
Let X；, X2, X3, ...，Xd and Xd+i, Xd+3, ...，X2d and X2d+j be the link impairment 
variables of the d input links, d output links and n respectively and let W = {；c；, X2, 
X5, X2d+i]' Suppose we only use all possible paths that pass through n as probing 
channels and rank(M) equals to N. Order the first 2d—I probing channels as follows: 
(i) The 产 probing channel passes through n from the incident link to the (/+1广 
incident link for i e [1, d-\], 
(ii) The d+i-l^^ probing channel passes through n from the incident link to the 
1 St incident link for i e 
(iii) The probing channel passes through n from the incident link to the 
incident link. 
By Lemma 7, rank(M') should equal to 2d+\. Let m, = -m,2 - w ,</ + m '2d-i = [ - 1 0 . . . 
0 - 1 0 ... 0 - 1 ] , i.e. a 1 xK row vector with only the and components 
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equal to —1 and others equal to 0. Note that «，is generated by {w,/，�,2，w,j， 
u ,2d-j}. We are going to prove that rank(Af,) equals to 2c/-1. 
Suppose the Ji^ probing channel passes through n from the r^^ incident link to s^^ 
incident link. If r = 1 or 5 = d+\, e {m,/, m,】，u�,…，u*2d-i}, otherwise, u\ = 
u’d+r-2 + u*s-! + M，. Therefore, all “，! can be generated by {u'j, m，】，u's, ...，u*2d-i} 
and rank(M，) < 2d-\. Moreover, e2d+i = -u' + ej + 它</+/, ej = u*d+j-2 + + 衫/ and ej+j 
=u，j-i + + Cd+i for j G [2，d\. So, {eu 幻’ ej, ..., can be generated by {m,/， 
«,2，u*3, • • ” e i , Bd+i}. This implies rank(AfO = 2d-L 
Actually, if we add a probing channel that is sent (resp. terminated) by n 
through the output (resp. input) link, the corresponding vector u is ej+i (resp. ej). 
And also ej can be generated by {«,/，u'29 «,j，•"，“’2D-i, ^d+i (resp. ej)} for j e [d+2, 
2d\ (resp. j g [2, d]). Therefore, adding probing channels that are sent (resp. 
terminated) by n only increases rank(Af，) by at most 1. So, « should be the source 
and destination node of at least one probing channel separately. Moreover, together 
with the result that {ej, 62, €3,…，e2d+i} can be generated by {«,/，m,】，...，u^2d-h 
ei, ed+i}, we can make rank(M') equal to 2d+\ by including ld-1 linearly 
independent probing channels that pass through n, one probing channel that is 
terminated by n and one probing channel that is sent by n through arbitrary input and 
output link respectively. 
Therefore, at least one port of each node should be installed with monitoring 
module. So, the minimum number of monitoring modules should be greater than or 
equal to the number of nodes V. 
Theorem 14. In order to make rank(M) equal to N under EN3, there should be 
a single-hop probing channel, i.e. a probing channel that passes through only one 
link, between any two adjacent nodes. 
Proof: Let d and d' be the degrees of the adjacent nodes n and n' that are 
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connected by the link I respectively. Without loss of generality d>d' and / is the ct^ 
and i/'th incident link of n and n ’ respectively. We divide the proof into three cases for 
different d and d,. 
Case 1: d = d' = 1. The proof is trivial. The link should be included in at least 
one probing channel and these probing channels should be single-hop channels 
between n and n ’ as there is only one link in the whole network. 
Case 2: d> I and d' = Let xj bt the impairment variable of I. Since J > 1, 
there should be impairment variables for n. Let X2 to Xd and Xd+j to X2d-h be the 
impairments variables for the n that are associated with the routings of traffics from 
all other incident links to I and from I to all other links respectively. Let W= {；cy, X2, 
Xi,…，X2d-i]- Suppose we only use all possible paths except the two single-hop paths 
between n and n ‘ for probing channels. Order the probing channels as follows: 
(i) The 产 probing channel passes through n from the 产 incident link to / for i e [1， 
d-\l 
(ii) The probing channel passes through n from I to the incident link for 
ie [\,d-l]. 
By Lemma 7, rank(MO should equal to 2d-\. However, {m,/，u，2，m’3’ …，u *2d-2} are 
the only non-zero distinct vectors in AT. Since {«,/， u ' 3 , ...，u*2d-2} are linearly 
independent, rank(M，）equals to 2d-2 which is a contradiction. So, in order to make 
rank(M) equal to N, we should add one more probing channel. The only possible 
paths left are the two single-hop paths between n and n'. Moreover, if we add a 
single-hop probing channel between n and n ’ as the probing channel, we get 
u*2d-i = ej. It is easy to prove that {ii,/, m,】，...，“’2d-2，它/} are linearly 
independent. 
Case 3:d>d'>\. LqIx] be the impairment variable of I, Since d>d'>\, there 
should be impairment variables for n and nLet X2 to Xd and Xd+i to Xd+d.-i, be the 
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impairments variables for n and n ‘ that are associated with the routings of traffics 
from I to all other incident links of n and n' respectively. Let W = {xj, x：, X3,...， 
Xd+d'-j}. Suppose we only use all possible paths except the two single-hop paths 
between n and n ‘ as paths of probing channels and rank(Af) equals to N. Order the 
probing channels as follows: 
(i) The 产 probing channel passes through n from I to the 产 incident link for i g [1， 
d-\l 
(ii) The probing channel passes through n ‘ from I to the incident link for 
By Lemma 1, rank(MO should equal to d+d'-L However, u*2, u*3, ...，u W' - i} 
are the only non-zero distinct vectors in M\ Since {m,/，w,2，i/'j, ...，«W'-2} are 
linearly independent, rank(Af,) equals to d+d'-2 which is a contradiction. So, in 
order to make rank(M) equal to N, we should add one more probing channel. The 
only possible paths left are the two single-hop paths between n and nSimilar to the 
proof in Case 2, if we add a single-hop probing channel between n and n ’ as the 
d+d'-l^^ probing channel, we get u^d+d'-i = and {«,/，u 2, u 5 ,…， u它 / } are 
linearly independent. 
Thus, at least one of the ends of every link should be installed with monitoring 
module. So, the minimum number of monitoring modules should be greater than or 
equal to the number of links. 
Theorem 15, In order to make rank(Af) equal to N under EN4, there should be 
two single-hop probing channels, in opposite directions, between any two adjacent 
nodes. 
Proof: Let d and t/’ the degrees of the adjacent nodes n and n，that are connected 
by the input link I and output link /', with respect to n, respectively. Without loss of 
generality, assume d > d'. Also, assume I is the cf^ input link ofn and d'^^ output link 
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of n' and / ' is the d^^ output link of n and d'^^ input link of n ’. The proof is very 
similar to that of Theorem 14. We divide the proof into three cases for different d and 
d'. 
Case \:d = d'=\. The proof is trivial. I and I ‘ should be included in at least two 
probing channels separately and these probing channels should be single-hop 
channels between n and n ‘ as there is only one link in the whole network. 
Case 2: d> \ and d' = Let xj andX2 be the impairment variables for I and /’ 
respectively. Since d> there should be impairment variables for n. Let X3 to Xd+i 
and Xd+2 to X2d, be the impairment variables for n that are associated with the routings 
of traffics from all other incident links to I ‘ and from I to all other incident links 
respectively. Let W = {x/j X2, xj, ...，X2d]' Suppose we only use all possible paths 
except the two single-hop paths between n and n ’ as the paths of probing channels 
and rank(M) equals to N, Order the probing channels as follows: 
(i) The 产 probing channel passes through n from the 产 incident link to / ‘ for i g [1， 
d-\l 
(ii) The d+i-f^ probing channel passes through n from I to the incident link for 
ie{\,d-l). 
By Lemma 7, rank(Af,) should equal to 2d. However, {m,/，u'2, m,j，...，u*2d-2} are 
the only non-zero distinct vectors in M\ Since «,2，�,j，..., «'2d-2} are linearly 
independent, rank(3/，) equals to 2d-2 which is a contradiction. So, in order to make 
raiik(Af) equal to N, we should add two more probing channels. The only possible 
paths left are the two single-hop paths between n and n'. If we should add two 
single-hop probing channels between n and n' as the and Icf" probing 
channels, we get u'2d-i =它/ and u*2d = ei- It is easy to prove that {w,/, m,2, u � ’ ...， 
u,2(1-2，ei, 62} are linearly independent. 
Case 3: d > d' > 1. Let xj and X2 be the impairment variables for / and I， 
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respectively. Since d>d'> 1，there should be impairment variables n and nLet X3 
to X(i+j and Xd+2 to Xd+d.，be the impairment variables for n that are associated with the 
routings of traffics from I to all other incident links and the impairment variables for 
n ‘ that are associated with the routings of traffics from I ‘ to all other incident links 
respectively. Let W= {xi, X2, X3, ...，Xd+d-}- Suppose we only use all possible paths 
except the two single-hop paths between n and n ‘ for probing channels and raiik(M) 
equals to N. Order the probing channels as follows: 
(i) The 产 probing channel passes through n from I to the 产 incident link for i g [1, 
d-\]. 
(ii) The ”卜 probing channel passes through n' from I’ to the /+1出incident link 
f o " 6 [l,d'-\]. 
By Lemma 7, mnk(Af,) should equal to d+d’. However, {u*j, u � , ..., u^d+d'-i) 
are the only non-zero distinct vectors in M\ Since {m,/，“,2’ U'J, ...，UV</'-2} are 
linearly independent, rank(M,) equals to d+d'-2 which is a contradiction. So, in 
order to make dim rank(A/) equal to N’ we should add two more probing channels. 
The only possible paths left are the two single-hop paths between n and n，. If we add 
two single-hop probing channels between n and n ‘ as the and probing 
channels, we get u = ej and u^2d = 它 I t is easy to prove that { « 、 ， … ， 
u *2d-2.忍/，幻} are linearly independent. 
Therefore, every input port of every node in should be installed with a 
monitoring module. So, the minimum number of monitor equals to the number of 
links X 2. 
4.5 Conclusion 
In this chapter, we introduced 6 network models: 
(i) E l : link impairments induced in opposite directions are the SAME. Only 
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one impairment variable is assigned to a link. 
(ii) E2: link impairments induced in opposite directions are DIFFERENT. 
Two impairment variables are assigned to a link. 
(iii) ENl: node impairments induced are the SAME for different I/O pair and 
link impairments induced in opposite directions are the SAME. So, one 
impairment variable is assigned to a node and one impairment variable is 
assigned to a link. 
(iv) EN2: node impairments induced are the SAME for different I/O pair and 
link impairments induced in opposite directions are the DIFFERENT. So, one 
impairment variable is assigned to a node and two impairment variables are 
assigned to a link. 
(V) EN3: node impairments induced are the DIFFERENT for different I/O pair 
and link impairments induced in opposite directions are the SAME. So, for a 
node with degree d’ dx{d-\) impairment variables are assigned to a node and 
one impairment variable is assigned to a link, 
(vi) EN4: node impairments induced are the DIFFERENT for different I/O pair 
and link impairments induced in opposite directions are the DIFFERENT. So, 
for a node with degree d, dx{d-l) impairment variables are assigned to a 
node and two impairment variables are assigned to a link. 
E2 and ENl are extensively analyzed the previous two chapters. We proved that, for 
El , only one monitoring module is enough to derive all impairment variables in any 
network. For EN2, we proved that at least one port of every node should be installed 
with monitoring module. Thus, the minimum number of monitoring module is 
bounded below by the number of nodes. For EN3, we proved that at least one end of 
every link should be installed with monitoring module. Therefore, the minimum 
number of monitoring module is bounded below by the number of links. For EN4， 
we showed that every port of every node should be installed with monitoring module. 
So, the number of monitoring modules equals to twice of the number of links. 
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Chapter 5 Summary and Future 
Works 
5.1 Summary of the thesis 
In recent optical performance monitoring schemes, the performance monitoring is 
always in channel based. We need to monitor the quality of each channel separately. 
The correlation in channel quality between different channels is ignored. In this 
thesis, we make use of this relation to develop a novel algebraic approach of optical 
performance monitoring. The proposed approach provides an efficient way to find 
out the impairments of each node and link in all-optical networks so that we can 
estimate a channel quality before it is physically established. 
In Chapter 1，we introduced the drivers, functions and categories of 0PM. We 
also reviewed recently proposed OSNR and PMD monitoring in this chapter. At the 
end of this chapter, we clearly stated the objective of this thesis. 
In Chapter 2, we presented a novel algebraic approach of monitoring optical 
impairments in both un-directional nodes and links. We proved that two monitoring 
modules are enough to support our monitoring scheme in two-link-connected 
network so that we can derive all the impairments induced in the nodes and links of 
the network. Monitoring scheme for general network topology was also presented 
together with an illustrative example. 
In Chapter 3，we applied our algebraic monitoring approach to derive optical 
impairments in directional links. We proved that one monitoring module is enough to 
support our monitoring scheme in two-link-connected network. In addition to 
two-link-connected network, monitoring scheme for general network topology was 
also presented together with an illustrative example. A fault-robust monitoring 
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scheme and its ability in fault localization were discussed in the last part of this 
chapter. 
In Chapter 4，we presented the limitation of the locations of monitoring modules 
in 4 more network models under our proposed algebraic approach. 
In modem protected optical network, the network topology is usually a two-link 
connected network. In this thesis, we have shown that, in same simple model, only 
one monitoring module is enough to monitor the whole network. We have also 
derived the necessary monitoring modules location in some precise models. It is 
worth to notice that there is always a trade off between the number of monitoring 
modules and preciseness of the network modeling. In a more precise network model, 
i.e.，more number of impairment variables are assigned to a node or a link, we need 
more monitoring modules to derive all impairment variables. System designers 
should first decide the preciseness that the monitoring scheme should provide in 
order to choose the appropriate model. This is closely related to the type of optical 
impairment that needed to be monitored 
In precise models, almost all nodes need to be installed with monitoring 
modules. The precise models provide us not only the precise performance 
information, but the use of communication channels as probing channels. Whenever 
a new communication channel is established and monitored, we can use the 
performance measurement result of the channel to update our probing matrix in order 
to derive the most recent status of the nodes and links. We can do that by including 
the row vector generated by this newly added communication channel into the 
probing matrix and remove the oldest linearly dependent row vector so that the 
probing matrix is kept non-singular and the 0 P M results of the probing channels 
and/or communication channels in the probing matrix are most recent. 
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5.2 Future works 
There are several aspects in which the research can be continued. Probing scheme 
with restriction on the length of probing channels is one of them. In practice, 
monitoring module should have finite dynamic range. In a too low or too high 
impairments levels region the monitoring error may be large. To reduce this kind of 
error, probing channels should not experience too much or too little accumulated 
impairments, this impose the limitation of the length of probing channels. 
Moreover, the main result of this thesis is to prove the existence of a set of 
probing channels such that the number of monitoring modules is kept at minimum. 
The cost metric of probing channels is simply the length of the probing channel paths. 
Cost models for different purposes can be introduced. Optimization, usually in terms 
of minimizing the total cost or the max minimum cost of probing channels, can be 
done by integer programming. It should be one of the important follow-up analysis. 
Throughout the analysis, we have not considered the frequency of probing. 
However, there should be a tradeoff. On one hand, we should perform probing 
frequently in order to get the most recent status of nodes and links, on the other, 
number of probing should be kept at minimum to minimize the use of resources. The 
optimal period of probing is another interesting question that needs to be answered. 
In addition, although fault localizations schemes presented in this thesis is only 
a side product of the monitoring scheme, application of algebraic tools on single— 
and multiple-fault localization scheme opens a new research area. 
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